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1^ - ' -1 _ _ I _n _ 
The statistic Z = jj—^  (x-x^) S (x-x^) - (x-Xg) S" (x-xg) is 
one of the criteria proposed in discriminant analysis for classification 
of a vector observation x into its correct population when the observa­
tion is known to have come from either of the two multivariate normal 
populations and . The samples x^ ,^ ... ,x^ _ 
and Xp-^ , ... ;Xg^  drawn from ir^  and Tt^  respectively are assumed to be 
independent of each other, x^ , x^  and S are the best estimates of the 
unknown parameters [Ug and Z . The sampling distribution of Z for 
small samples appears to be extremely complicated for the purpose of 
numerical use. A large sample approach therefore has been employed in 
determining its approximate characteristic function and consequently its 
distribution function. These expressions are given in the form of asymp-
-1 -1 -1 totic expansions with respect to and n where n is the 
total number of degrees of freedom used in estimating the covariance matrix 
Z . 
The procedure of classification according to the criterion under con­
sideration is to assign the observation x to if Z < 0 and to 
if Z > 0 • However, there are chances of misclassifying the observation 
into a population while it comes in fact from the other population. The 
resulting probabilities of misclassification, which are of two kinds, 
are derived as functions of Mg, n and D where D is the 
Mahalanobis distance between and • It is discovered that the 
interchange of and Ng in the probability of misclassification of one 
kind gives the probability of misclassification of the other kind. The 
two kinds of probabilities are equal when the sample sizes are the same. 
Another situation considered with = Eg is when the discriminators 
in the Z statistic are correlated with other normally distributed 
characters y having unspecified parameters and the regression matrix of 
X on y is unknown. The probabilities of misclassification which arise 
due to the use of the modified Z criterion are derived for the purpose 
of investigating the effects of covariates on discrimination of the 
observation x . 
Several mathematical lemmas, which may also be useful for other 
multivariate studies, are established in building up various theorems 
related to the investigation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
M. M. Bernard; while making the anthropological studies of skull 
characters, had an embarrassing difficulty in discriminating the excavated 
Egyptian skeletal remains. E. A. Fisher (3,10), one of her chief consul­
tants, solved the problem by suggesting the use of the linear discriminant 
function. The problem of discrimination might be as old as civilization 
but it was this exposition of Fisher which evolved a new channel 
"discriminant analysis" in the multivariate statistical methods. 
Taxanomical problems have necessitated the development of research 
in this direction. Fisher (9,11), lubin (20), Mises (23), Quenoille (26), 
Eao (28,29,30), Maid (3^ ), Welch (36) and others have investigated various 
situations. Mahalanobis, Majumdar and Rao (22) have used the Mahalanobis 
distance (21) in classification problems. Discriminant analysis is now 
fairly well advanced and several criteria are available for classifying an 
observation into its proper group. 
We consider the situation where the vector observation x is known to 
have come from one of the two p-variate normal populations :t^ :K([J^ ,2) and 
JTg :n('i_i2,Z) . The covariance matrix Z is positive definite. The s simple s 
x^ ,x^ g, ... ,x^ . and ... ,Xggg. drawn respectively from and zCg 
are independent of each other. The parameters \i^  and Z are unspeci­
fied. If we have samples from some more multivariate populations having 





Wl , N 
g ^  "!> + ••• + iii('^i-\»\i-''k) 
n 
where n = + Ng + ... + k and k is the number of populations 
having the same covariance matrix about which the information is avail­
able. Fisher, as already referred above,gives a discriminant function for 
classifying the observation x into its correct population. Anderson (l) 
introduces the criterion, 
W = [x - i(x^  + Xg)] S~^ (x^  - Xg) . 
Rao (27) recommends the statistic, 
\ - Bg - ' -1 2^ -
® ° • ÏÇ5Ç "1 • 2^^  S (x - iÇ+Bg 
2(H^ +B2) . ®2 - , 
' Vs S (X - ' %l+%2 *2 ' 
for discriminating between the populations that are close to one another. 
John (17) considers the statistic, 
N ' 1 - % ' _i _ 
z = îÇiiï (x-x^ ) s' (x-x^ ) - T1 (x-Xg) s (x-Xg) , 
3 
where t] is constant but he builds up a mathematical theory on the assump­
tion of a known Z . John (l8) studies the case of the Z statistic when 
T| = 1 and Z is completely specified, and he proposes this criterion 
because it appears "reasonable to assign the observation to that popula­
tion which on testing, rejects it at a higher level". Kudo (19) also 
shows that the procedure of classifying this observation into or 
by this criterion is "the best of all two-decision rules invariant under 
translation and rotation of axes." In this dissertation we shall investi­
gate the Z criterion when r| = 1 and Z is unspecified. The procedure 
of classification in this case is to identify the observation x with 
if Z < 0 and with Kg if Z > 0 . 
It is shown in Chapter II that the Z statistic is invariant under 
any nonsingular linear transformation, is asymptotically normal and acquires 
alternative forms as 




The further development of the subject matter is primarily based on the 
use of these properties. 
The Z statistic turns to be a linear function in x when Ng 
and is quadratic in x when Eg . The respective conditional 
characteristic functions for fixed x^ , x^ , S and under the assumption 
that X e 31^  are obtained in Chapter II. Asymptotic expansions for the 
cases ]J^ = Ng and lîg are derived in Chapter III. It is seen that the 
characteristic function in one case is not derivable from the character­
istic function in the other case. For this reason we study separately 
the two cases of the Z statistic. 
The distribution of the W statistic has been investigated by 
Anderson (l), Bowker (4), Bowker and Sitgreaves(5)^  Sitgreaves(32,33) 
Okamoto (24), Wald (3^ ). The exact distribution of W, as found by 
Anderson (l), is extremely congilicated for the purpose of numerical use. 
A similar remark appears in Sitgreaves' paper (33). The Z statistic in 
the case of Ng being a linear function of the W statistic then of 
course has a similar limitation. On the other hand, when is not the 
same as Ng , the exact sampling distribution of Z still•remains un­
investigated. Also when 2 is fully known the distribution of Z , as 
determined by John (l8), is quite complicated. The one important aspect 
of the present study is the derivation of an approximate distribution of 
-3 -3 -3 the statistic in question when , îîg , n , etc. are regarded neglegible. 
In following the procedure of classification under consideration, we 
may make two kinds of errors in classification, usually called probabili­
ties of misclassification. If the observation x is actually from 
we may assign it incorrectly with ; or if it is from :itg we may 
5 
assign it incorrectly with Thus, in using the Z criterion for 
classification of an observation into its proper class we need to know the 
probabilities of misclassification of both kinds. The derivation of these 
probabilities is made in Chapter Y in the form of asymptotic expansions 
-1 -1 -1 
with respect to lî^  , Ng and n . 
The one interesting feature about the Z statistic studied is that, 
given probability of misclassification of one kind, the interchange of 
and Ng in it results in probability of misclassification of the other 
kind. So when = Kg , the two kinds of probabilities are equal. 
It may be noted that the W statistic considered here in the case 
of = ITg is the same as given by Anderson (l, p. 137) i*e., a common 
situation where n = 2(W-1) and the estimate S of S is made only from 
the information provided by the samples from and itg . This facili­
tates a comparison of the Z statistic with the W statistic and other 
criteria with regard to probabilities of misclassification when and 
Ng are the same. 
Cochran (6), Cochran and Bliss (7) have proposed the procedure of 
classification for the situation where the discriminators x in the ¥ 
statistic are correlated with other normally distributed characters y 
having unspecified parameters. They have not developed any mathematical 
theory to this effect. Another main purpose of the thesis is to investi­
gate the effects of covariates on discrimination of the observation. 
This is done in Chapter VI by deriving the probabilities of misclassifi­
cation which arise due to the use of a modified Z criterion, i.e. , 
j^ (X-xj_)(vâr X)(X-2Lj_) - ^ (X-Xg)'(VÛr X)(X-Xg) 
6 
•where X = x - , $ is an estimate of the regression matrix p of x 
on y- and Var X is an estimate of the covariance matrix of x - py. 
It is assumed in the study that 1I^ = Kg , n = 2(Er-l) and the vector 
observation y has the same mean and covariance matrix on each of 
and :n:g . 
Several mathematical lemmas are constructed for use in deriving 
expressions for characteristic functions, distribution functions and 
probabilities of misclassification. These lemmas may also be useful for 
many other multivariate problems. 
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II. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE Z STATISTIC 
A. Introduction 
Some properties of the Z statistic useful for finding an asymptotic 
expansion of its characteristic function and distribution function will be 
established in this chapter. It will be seen that the Z statistic in 
the case  ^Ng is quadratic in x and in the case = Eg is linear 
in X and that the characteristic function of Z for / Ng cannot be 
used to give the characteristic function of Z for = Ng . For this 
reason the two cases (i.e., / Ng and = Ng) are considered 
separately. • 
B. A Lemma 
Lemma 2.1 If 
(i) X ~ , 
Z being a p x p positive definite matrix. 
(ii) A is a pxp symmetric matrix, 
(iii) a is a p x 1 constant vector, 
! 
then the characteristic function of the variable (x-a) A(x-a) is 




V = P'C(|j-a) , 
C is a p X p nonsingular matrix such that CEC = I , 
P is a p X p orthogonal matrix such that P'C ^ AC ^ P = D , 
-1 -1 i.e., D is the diagonal matrix of eigen values d.. of C AC 
dd 
Proof Let Y = C(x-a) where C is a nonsingular matrix such that 
CSC = I , 
then 
Y ~IT(C(n-a), I) . 
Let 
Z = P'Y , 
then 
Z ~IT(P'C(ia-a), I) 
Î • 0 • ^ 
~N(V,I) , 
showing that Z^ s, the p components of the vector Z , are independently 
and normally distributed with means v^ 's and unit variances. Now 
g[2it(x-a)'A(x-a)] ^  Y'C'"^ AC'^  ^^  ^(-^ itZ'P'C'^ AC'^ PZ^  
= E[e" = A E[e"3^ ] 
0=1 
where t. = td.. . But 
J JJ 
it.Z^  , it.zf _ -Kz.-v.)^  
2[e J J] = _1_ r e J J J J dZ. 
 ^Ico J 
-i-v? + ? T-p^  i log(l-2itd^ )^ . 
9 
So it follows that the characteristic function is 
_ /j&i + ijl. i-2ita,. - . 
— 6 00 
Corollary 2.1 The characteristic function of p[(x-a) 'A(x-a)+K] 
+ ij4 l-2itpd.. - ijSilosd-SitMjj) . 
Proof 
gj-^ it p[j?c-a)'A(x-a) + K]^  ^  ^ itpK , 
is 
(where t^  = pt) 
itpK-2jE^ \^  + i-2it'^ 'd.. " 2j=1^ 8^(l-2it^ djj) 
— e 1 J J 
Substituting t^  = tp , we prove the corollary. 
Remark 2.1 If the eigenvalues d.. are such that d.. = 1 for 
JJ JJ 
j = 1, ... ,p it is easy to see that the distribution of the statistic 
(x-a)'A(x-a) is noncentral • Tlie moment.generating function of this 
distribution is the same as obtained by Graybill (12) in section k .2 .  
The distribution is central if in addition v is zero. • 
10 
C. Properties of the Z Statistic For the Case  ^Ng 
Theorem 2.1 An alternative expression of the Z statistic is 






Q = (x^ -xg) S'^ fx^ -xg) 
Proof 
(K+ 1)(N„+ 1)Z 2 
= ^ (^^ 2+ l)(x-x^ ) S"^ (x-x^ ) -  ^
= (N^ Ng+ E^ )[x'S"^ x-2x'S"^ x^ + x^ S'^ x^ ] 
- (N^ Ng+ W2)[x'S~V2X'S"^ X2+ x^ s'^ xg] 
2(nw + W) 2(NW + W) 
= (N,- Ng)[x.8-:x _ \ + N^ Ng \ 
11 
- W2)[x'S'^ x-2(qh-1)x'S + Box's + (oH-l)x^ S OX^ S ^ x^  
= (W^- Ng) [x'8"^x-2(oH-l)x '8"^x^4- Eox's'^xg- 2a(cw-l)x^s''^xg 
+ (afl)^ x^ s"^ x^ + Qpx^ S X^g- Q:(OH-1){X^ S ^X^- 2X£S X^g+ x^ s"^ x^ }] 
= (K^ - N2)C{X-(OH-1)2^ + QXg] S'^ {X-(QH-1)X^ + OXg} 
- a(0H-l)(x^ - Xg) S"^ (x^ - Xg)] , 
or 
z = l)[{x-x^ + a(xg-2^ )} S ^ {x-x^ + a(xg- x^ )} - a(aH)Q] . 
Theorem 2.2  The Z statistic is invariant under any nonsingular 
linear transformation 
X -••Ax + B , 
which implies also the transformation 
S ->ASA' , 
where 
A is a p X p nonsingular matrix, 
B is a p X 1 vector. 
Proof 
N _ .1 _ _ .1 _ , 
Z = (x-^ ) - I (x-Xg) 
is transformed under x ->-Ax + B to 
(Ax + B - Ax^ - B)'(ASA') (Ax + B - Ax^ - B) 
12 
Np , -, 
(Ax + B - AXg- B)(ASA') ^ (Ax + B - AXg- B) 
N . N _ 
= (X-^ )'S • (x-^ ) - iyTY (x-X2)'S (X-Xg) 
= Z. 
Note From this theorem it thus follows that the distribution of 
Z is invariant under the transformation mentioned above. 
Theorem 2.3 The asymptotic distribution of the Z statistic is 
normal with • 
(i) mean = - variance = if the observation x comes from 
1^ ' 
(ii) mean = variance = klF if the observation x comes from 
Proof Anderson (2) states that as the sample sizes , 
îg -*-^ 2 , 
S ->• z ^ 
in probability. So as Ng , the statistic 
„ in distribution, v,„-l/ \ , mv~1/ 
->-(x-iJ^ )'2" (x-[i^ ) - (x-Hg)'Z (x-jig) 
= 2x'Z"^ (ii^ - |i^ ) + 
= 2x'irl(^ g-w^ ) - (M^ +H2)'Z"^ (Hg-M3_) 
= - 2[x'zrl(p^ -pg) - i(|j^ +Pg)'Z"^ (^ ;^ -|_lg)] = - 2f(x) 
13 
Thus; the asymptotic distribution of the Z statistic is the same 
as the distribution of the statistic -2f(x) . But the statistic f(x) is 
a linear function of the observation x , so 
f (x) ~ N( , D^ ) if X 0 , 
~ N( ^  , D^ ) if X e jTg . 
Hence it follows that 
- 2f(x) ~N(- if X e , 
- 2f(x) ~N(D^ ,4d2) if X e Jtg . 
Theorem 2.4 The characteristic function of the Z statistic when 
Xg, S are fixed and the observation x comes from , is given by 
-0ba(an)« + ijl Ï3&: - ijllosd-asbd.p 
e 
where 
V = P'C[(j^ -x^  + aCxg-x^ )], 
C is a p X p nonsingular matrix such that CZC' = I , 
-1 -1 -1 
P is a p X p orthogonal matrix such that P'C S C P = D , i.e., 
—"] —"I — T_ 
D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues d.. of C S C , 
J J 
0 = it. 
Proof Consider the alternative expression of the Z statistic 
in Theorem 2.1 and let 
P = b , 
a = x^ - Q!(Xg- x^ ) , 
ih 
-1 A = S , 
K = - Q:(oh-1)Q ) 
= Ml . 
in p[(x-a)'A(x-a) + K] . Since x^ , Xg and S are fixed, so p, a. A, 
and K are constants. 
The characteristic function of Z for fixed x^ , Xg, S therefore 
follows from Corollary 2.1 by using the above substitutions. 
UTote Consider the situation when b 0, «-+•<» but db -*• a 
constant. It is easy to see that the limiting value of the above charac­
teristic function is not a characteristic function. 
D. Properties of the Z Statistic For the Case = Kg = N 
Theorem 2.5 An alternative expression of the Z statistic is 
where W is the Anderson classification statistic defined by 
W = [x - i(x^  + Xg)]'8''^ (x^ - Xg)] . 
Proof 
Z = jff-y [(x-x^ )'S"^ (x-x^ ) - (x-xg)'S'^ Cx-Xg)] 
= [2x's"^ (xg-x^ ) - (x^ + %]_)] 
= - ^  k's"^ (v - i(V ig)] = - M . 
15 
The following theorem can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.6 The Z statistic is invariant under any nonsingular 
linear trnasformation described in Theorem 2.2. 
Note It follows from above that the distribution of Z is in-
vsLriant under any nonsingular linear transformation. 
Theorem 2.7 The asymptotic distribution of the Z statistic is 
normal with 
(i) mean = - variance = if the observation x comes from 
"l ' 
(ii) mean = variance = klF if the observation x comes from 
Proof It is easy to see that the asymptotic distribution of Z 
is the same as the distribution of -2f(x) where f(x) is defined in 
Theorem 2.3. Hence the result follows. 
Theorem 2.8 The characteristic function of the Z statistic when 
x^ , Xg; S are fixed and the observation x come from is given by 
eaCn^ - i(x^ + Xg) 'S"^ (x^ - Xg)] + (x^ - XgJ'S'^ TS'^ fx^ - Xg) , 
3 
•2N 
where a = - . 
Proof 
Z = oW 
E[z|x^ ,xg,s; :n:^ ] = cffi[{x - •|(x^ + Xg)3'S ^ (x^ - xg)|x^ ,xg,8; :it^ ] 
= •|(x^ + xg)]'8"^ (x^ - Xg)-
i6 
Var[z|x^ ,x2,8; :r^ ] = Qp Var[w|5^ ,Xg;8; jr^ ] 
= Qp(x^ -xg)'S S ^ (X^ -Xg) . 
For fixed x^ , x^  and S the distribution of W is normal for x e . 
The conditional distribution of Z is therefore normal' with above mean and 
variance. Accordingly this leads to the conditional characteristic 
function as stated. 
2W 
Remark 2.2 As Z = - rr-^  W , it follows that the distributions N+1 
of Z and W are similar. 
Remark 2.3 The above characteristic function is not derivable 
from the characteristic function of Z given in Theorem 2.4. 
17 
III. M ASYMPTOTIC EXPMSIOK OF THE CHARACTERISTIC 
FUtîCTIOK OF THE Z STATISTIC 
A. Introduction 
The use of the properties of the Z statistic discussed in the 
previous chapter will he made for deriving an asymptotic expansion of its 
unconditional characteristic function. The procedure followed here is 
suggested by Hartley (13), which has been shown by Ito (14,1$), 
Okamoto (24,2$), Siotani (31) and Welch (35) to be useful for some 
problems in multivariate analysis. 
B. Lemmas 
« 
Some important mathematical lemmas useful for various multivariate 
studies mil be established below. The theory of the Z statistic that 
will be developed in this chapter requires the application of knowledge 
of matrix algebra expounded in these lemmas. 
Rotations 
Z is a p X p nonsingular symmetric matrix of the elements cr^  . 
[ J is denoted for a matrix of elements which are in this enclosure. 
Thus we will write Z = [cr^ ]^ . 
Let A = [a„ ] be a matrix such that the elements a, are functions 
On 'vïU 
of the elements cr. 's of Z . Then [A] will denote the value of A at 
vIjO. O 
2 = 1. 
(A) = (A) will denote as the effect of the operatorI( 1+6 ) 
'rs 'sr rs dcr 
18 
for r < s on the matrix A (used also by Siotani (31)), where ô is a 
Kronecker's delta. Obviously this will be a matrix provided A is dif-
ferentiable with respect to cr . (a, ) is thus an element obtained 
rs -un'rs 
by the application of the said operator on the particular element a^  of 
A  .  [ ( A) ] is the value of the matrix (A) at Z = I . We may 
 ^ 'rs o rs 
for . 
Z stands for summation over the range of the subscript i . 
Similarly, .2. stands for double summation over the ranges of the J 
subscripts i and j . 
Lemma 3.1 If Z [o"^ ] is the inverse matrix of Z , then 
a. ' 
+ Vsv) + Vst':! ' 
3) [(cr^ )rs,r8^ o = ' 
0. 1) [(o- '^ )rs,rs,tJo = " m^su"" ^ mrsu^  + W^ mrt+ ^ mst 
^^ mrst^  m^t^  ^-Lru -^t/ru"^  -^f/su"*^  t^rsu^  
19 
+ 6 (ô, à, 26, J + à, ô + 6, ,ô 
mu -trt -t/St «Lrst tru mst -trt msu 
t^ru^ mst^  ^ trt^ msu*^  -^tst^ mru 
1- f('''^'°)rs,rs,tu,tu^o = ^av) * ^TU> 
+ Ggu) + °st' 
+ 2(6, .+ ô, + 6, .+ ôp—] 
-^taru"^  t^ost"*" t^msu^  
^^ /^tar^ stu"'' ^ -tms^ rtu"'' ^ tot^ rsu 
t^ou^ rst^  
 ^^^^ 'tmrt^ su"*" -^Lmru^ st"^  -^Lmst^ ru 
-^torst"'' '^tmrsu^  ^ tmrtu^  ^ /bnstu^  
Proof (a) Operating â on the identity ZZ ^ = I and pre-
rs 
-1 
multiplying by the matrix Z we have 
(2"^ )rs= - (3-1) 
20 
•which at 2=1 comes to 
Proof (b) 1) Operating on 3.1 and noting that (^ )yg 0 , 
we have 
So 
and using the previous results 
= t{zt6tb(6mg6i2^ + Gacfisu) + 6tu(6msGirt+ Gmrf.gt) 
+ Gtr(Gmu6ist+ *mtGi8U.) + G;a(6nu6.2.t+ GmtSiru))] ' 
The result follows after a little simplification. 
2) This is a special case of the above lemma. By substituting 
u= s we get the result. 
3) The substitution t = r in the above lemma gives the result. 
Proof (c) l) Operating on 3.2, it is easily seen that 
(^ "^ )rs,rs,tu= (c'')rs(%)rs(Z'')tu 
+ (Z'^ )tu(%)rs(%'^ )rs+ ' <3.3) 
21 
From the result b:l it follows that 
 ^ef^ ^^ tr^ i^u^ st^  ^ it^ su.) Viu^ rt"^  ^ it^ ru^  
+ *4t(*is*ru+ *ir*su) + *tu(*is*rt+ Gir*st))(*ir*sm+ *1;*™)] 
+ 3[{*tr(6ru5st*m8+ *rt*su*ma) + *{a(*rt*ru*ms+ 
+ *4t(*rs*ru*ms+ *s**ms) + Gtu(*rs*rt*ms+ 6,t*ms)) 
•*• ^^ -tr^ s^t^ su^ mr"^  ^ st^ su^ mr^  -^ts^ r^t^ su^ mr"^  r^u^ st^ mr^  
+ Gtt(Gru*mr+ GrsG&uGmr) + *tu(GrtGmr+ GrsG8t*mr))] 
" m^su"^  ^ ^mrsv) W^ mrt'^  ^ mst"^  ^ m^rst) 
 ^^ /Crt^ msu^  ^^ u^ mst"*" ^ tst^ mru^  ^ tsu^ mrt^  ^ -^tmr^ stu 
+  2 6 ,  6  ^  ]  .  
'Lms rtu 
We use the result of Lemma a to obtain the following. 
= hAi>^W W'-W Vtj)] 
= ¥}'-hAi* i^rVst 
° s'-^ r^ mt^ su'rs * * 'te'mu'rt 
* * ®is'ma®st '"' t^s'mt'ru'rs * 'is^ mi'rt'rs^  
+ wtet •" • 
- 3[içj(gtt6,a+ vti^ '^ ir^ s/ sisgrj)(sjr6sm+ 
" ^^ ir^ ms^ rs'*' i^s^ ms^  \s^ mr®rs^  ^
" s'-^ t'^ ru'sm^ rs''' ^ ru^ mr* 'su'ms'^  ®su®mr®rs' 
23 
= i'^ vmr/ w ^^inrsu' + 'ast'^  ®^ mrst'^  . 
and 
= icftv'si^  + «is'vrt+ 
= vrs'st'^  ^ mt^ rs^ su'^  ^ mx'rt* m^vst 
+ smr'st'su-" ^ ms®rt'su+ vst'j + m^fc^ su 
"*" m^i^ rs^ rt^  ^ mt^ rs^ ru*" m^s^ rt^ ru*^  ^ mr^ rt^ su*' ^ ms^ rt^ ru 
+ 'mrvst)^  ' t^su+ ^ 'trsu' ' 
{^st^  ^ -^trst^  ^  ^ -trt^ msu.^  -^tru^ mst^  ^ -tst^ mru 
+ ô, ô ,+26, 6 . + 26, 5 , ] . 
-f/su mrt im: s tu -tins rtu 
Adding the values obtained above and simplifying, we obtain the value 
of (ZT^ ) , at 2 = I as required. 
 ^ /rs;rs,tu  ^
2) Put u = r in 3.2 and consider the operator applied 
on it. This leads to 
2h 
Ks,st,tr' 
h. • (3-k) 
We will use the results a and "5:2 in finding the values of 3«^ « 
= 3f^tGtr(6is+ Gist) •" V Girt) ®t,tr®is 
- + 2stitsrs)(sirssm» rm" ' 'ms'rst> 
+ 0 , ( 6  + 6  à J + 6 ,  ^ 6  +  6 . ^  Ô  6  +  2 6 , .  6  6  
-E/S' ms ms rt tst ms -Ctr ms rs -Ltr ms rs 
+ + g;a(6ar62.g+ 6326^ 2^ ) + gfatgrnrgrs 
+ 6ttrgmr+ zg^ trgmrsrs] = ifgtmrfl+gst) + gtmsfl+grt) 
-^tart"'' -^lmst"^  ^ -^tars"^  ^^ tmrst^  
- u^^ si^ '-^ ir^ sd"^  ^ is^ rj^ ^^ jt^ rm"^  ^ jrw^  
" e^ i^ t^s^ ti"^  ^ t^^ si^ ^^ imr^ st"^  i^rs^ mt^  ^ is^ mrt"^  ^ is^ mt^  ^
~ b^ -^c/s^ st^ mrt"*" -^ts^ mt^ rst"*" -^ls^ mrt^ st"^  -^ts^ mt^ st"^  -^tt^ st^ mrs 
+ 5tt*mtgrs+ *ttgart+ = scgjatfl+fys) 
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+ ô, ,+ 6. ,+ 4^  ] • 
tort -tmst -tmrst 
' W-W 'is^rjX^JsV j 
b^ -^trs^ mt^ st"*" ^ tt^ mt^ rs^  ^ {rt^ mt^  -^dt^ mb"^  /^txt^ ms^ st 
"*" -^ùt^ ms^ rst^  '^ -trt^ ms^ st"'' ^ -lt^ ms^ st^  
= ncg&mtfl+grs) + gtmrt+ *4m8t+ ^ t^mrst] 
'(z)rs(:"^ )st,tr]o 
= 3[z:(*trsis+ a4sgir)f6ir(6ms+ 5,^ )^ + 6is(5m:+ 5,,^ ) 
"*" '^ ist^ mr"^  i^tr^ ms"'' ^ i^mt^ rs"" ~ r^s^ mst"^  m^r 
m^rt"^  s^t^ mr"*" r^st^ ms^  ^ m^st^ rs^  "'" •^ls^ m^s'*' ^ mst"^  r^s^ mr 
+ grs5n2t+ 6rst6mr+ 62^ 6^*3+ = segamrd+ggt) 
"*•  ^^ tort"^ ' ^ tost"^  ^ m^rs"^  ^ t^orst^  " 
Adding the above values we obtain the value of (Z 
I as required. 
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Proof (d) The operator 3^  ^on 3-3 gives 
 ^ 'rs,rs,tu,ta 
= - (z"^ )  ^  ^(2) 2"^ - 2(2'^ ) . (2) (2'^ ), 
 ^ 'rs;tu/tu. 'rs 'rs,tu 'rs 'tu 
- (Z'^ )tu,tu(Z)rs(Z'^ )rs 
- 2(%''^ tu(%rs(c'l)rs,tu ' ' <3.5) 
We now obtain the value of each term of this expression at 2=1. It 
may be noted that the value of (2 can be had from c;l by 
changing the subscripts r and s to t and u respectively. 
+ i^s^ t^r"^  ^ -lur"^  ^^ t^ur^  t^ts^ iur ir 
^^ tr^ ius^  ^ u^s^ itr"^  w^ its"^  ^^^ -eit^ urs"*" ^^ iu\rs^  ^^^ ir^ ms 
+ ^'rtu) + ®ms<\ts+ W ^ 'itus' + '"mrs'-htr* W 
+ Ô. 6^ + 6,^  Ô + 6, 6 6, 5 ,+ 26, .6 + 26, 6^  
•tiast ru -£-tr mrsu tmsu rt tur mrst -Lrt urs -tru trs 
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+ 6, (ô 6 + 26, ) + 6, ô (ô^  + 6 + 26^  ) + 6 (6,^  
-Lmr Su us tus {.s mr tr ur tur mrs -tts 
+ ô + 26., ) + 6 (ô., + ô + 25 ) + ô. ô + ô. 
-Lus -Lôus' mr -Lxr -tur -Ltur tts msiir -ùsu 
+ ^ atrs] = - 3[gst+ 63%+ 263%%) + g4ms(*rt+ 6?%+ 26^ %^; 
+ 26, + 26„ , + 4ô, + 206, , )] . 
'Lmrtu -Lmstu -Lmrsu -tmrstu' 
[(z'^ )rs,tu(:)rs(c-l)tu]o 
15^ 1^ 3 
+ 'xr'su) + v«ls'rt+ 
+6 6  ) ( 6 ,ô + 6 . 6 ^ ) } ]  which on taking summation over i 
is rj/^  jt mu ju mt 
sxid 0. reduces to - - 'mt®rsu+ ^ mst/ 
+ ô.(6 6,+ ô .+6 ô ,+ ô ,)+ô,(ô ô + ô , + 6 6 ) 
-tu mu s "G msxu mu rst mrs-uu' -tr mru st mrstu mrt su 
+ 26 , + 26. , + ô-, (ô . + ô ,6 +6 , + ô ô , ) 
-tmrstu -tmrstu -tt mrxu mt ru mrstu rsu mt' 
+ ô. (ô ô + ô ,4-6 ô + 6 ,) + 2ô +26. , 
•tu mu rt mrtu mu rst mrsôu' -tmrstu -tmrstu 
+ 6„ (ô j_ô + 26 +6 ,6 )] j 
-ts rt msu mrstu mst ru 
which on simplification reduces to 
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- t%c ô_ ,(ô + ô + 26 )+6. (ô , + 6 , + 26 + ô. ô l6 {mt su ru rsu -Lmu st rt rst -tmrt su 
+ 6. ^6 + 6, 6 a. ô 26, ^ + 26, , + l6ô„ , ] . /tost ru -ùnsu rt toru st tortu -omstu -Dnrstu 
= -
8^ {^mrt^  ^ /tmru*" -^bnst^  t^osu"*" ^ ^^ -tortu"'' -^tmstu"*" -^tarst 
-^tarsu"^  ^ -^tmrstu^  ^
= - gtiu+ 26^ .ty;(6.pôgj+ 6is*rj)(Gji6s,+ j^s^ ra)] 
B^ -^tmrt"'' /^Lmru"^  -^Lmst"'" -^tosu"*" ^^ t^ortu"^  {^mstu^  ^ -tarst 
t^mrsu^  ^ -^tarstu^  ^
[(:"')tu(z)rs(z"')rs,tu]o 
' - vti)(«lr^ R »is»rj)"«jr(vst+ vsu) 
j^s^ m^u^ rt"^  ^ mt^ ru^ " j^t^ m^s^ ru^  ^ mr^ su^  j^u^ m^s^ rt 
+ v'at)" = - «rt'su'^ m^s^ u-^  Vsn'> 
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+ 2ô,,ô (ô ô ô ô ^ ) + 6,^ (6 + ô )(ô ô 6 ) 
-ot rsu ms rt mr st tt rsu su' mu st mt su' 
+ ô.,(ô + ô )(ô ô ô ^ 6 ) + 25, 5 (^6 6+6 ô ) 
It ru rsu' mu rt mt ru -lu rst^  ms ru mr su' 
+  6 ,  ( 6  6  +  6  ô J{à ô ô 6  +  6 ,  ( 6  +^6 ^)(6 6  ^  
-Lu su rt ru st ms rt mr st' -E/U rst st mu st 
+ ô + 26 ) + ô. (ô ,+ 6 ,+ 25 j . )  + 6 ô 4 -  6, ,6 
ru rsu' toa st rt rst' >f^ t su -taist ru 
+ ôp 6 + 65 ô ,+ 26, , + 26„ , + 165. , ] « 
-tmsu rt -toru st -Cmrtu -tostu imrstu 
° Vis"" W 
+6 + 26 . ) + ô (ô., +6. + 26., ) + ô (6., + 6. 
mur mtur mr^ its lUs itus' ms itr lur 
+ 26., ) + ô., 6 + ô., ô +Ô. 6, 4- 6 .  6  , +  26.  , 6  itur' its mur itr mus lUs mtr lur mts imt urs 
+  2 6 .  6  ] ]  =  -  ' q C ô p  ( 6 , 4 - 6  - t -  2 6  ,  )  +  6 p  ( 6  ,  4 -  6  imu trs O -Lrs mts mus mtus' -t-r mtr mur 
4 - 2 6 ,  )  +  6 p  ( 6 ,  4 - 6  +  2 6 ,  )  4 -  6 ,  6  ( 6 ,  4 - 6  - ( - 2 6  , )  
mtur' -Lmr ts us tus' Ir ms trs urs rstu' 
+ 6 , 6  4 -  6. ,6 4-6 6 .  4 -  6 p  6 , + 26. 6 
st toru -trst msu su tmrt -trsu mts -Lrsu mst 
4- 26. ,6 + 6. (6 -t- 6 -t- 26 , ) + 6. (64-6 
-ùrst msu -C/S mts mus mtus' trs mtr mur 
4- 2 6 ,  )- t - ô . 6  (  6 ,4- ô 4- 26 j.)+6. (6 ,4- 6 + 26 , \ 
mtur' -Ls mr rst rsu rstu' rt ru rtu) 
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+ 5, ,6 + ô, ô .+ 6» ô , + ô, ,6 
•Lrst mru tosu rt -t/rsu mtr -tmst ru 
+ 26trsu6grt+ = " 3[*4mr(g6t+ *bt+ ggu^ ggstu) 
+ gtmg(6rt+ *ru+ 26?%%) + + gansu(l+6rt) 
^^ -tartu"^  ^ t^oistu 
+ ^ ô. ,+ 4ô, + 2o6. ] « 
>tmrst -tmrsu -tmrstu 
Substituting these values into 3«5 evaluated at Z = I, the value of 
^'rs,rs,tu,tu^o "he result d . 
Corollary 3.1 
('""'rs^o = - ®irs • 
1>- 1) = #(6lrt5s*+ ^ iru^ st'" \stv 'isu'rt' ' 
2) t°'")rs,st^ o = 2(«irt+ «iav ' 
'rs,rs^ o i^s* ^ i^rs' " 
)rs,r8,tu^ o ~ " s^ i^r^ stu* ^ is^ rtu^  i^stu^  
^^ irstu^  ' 
(°^ )^rs,st,tr]o = - 5ls+ ht" hx^ st* ®lsvit'rs 
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a- (°^ )^rs,r8,tu,tu]o = 63%) + 6is(6rt+ 5,%) 
+ Git(Gru+ Gsu) + *iu(*rt+ ^gt) 
+ 2(6irt+ *iru+ Gist+ Gisu) 
+ 2(0. 6 . + Ô. Ô ^ + ô.^ô + Ô. Ô ,) ir stu • IS rtu it rsu lu rst' 
+ giru6gt+ 6i8t6ru+ gigygpt) 
+ g(6irst+ ^ irsu"" i^rti/ ^ istu^  + ^ °^ irstu^  
Proof Trivial 
Note Lemma 3.1:a, b:3 and the results obtained by substituting 
1 are also given by Okamoto (24) without proof. 
Lemma 3.2 
1\ 1 r/^ |"l\ /^ i"l\ /^ |"1\ /^ |"1\ 
/rs,rs,tu,tu o ~  ^ '^ rs^ rs^  'tu^ tu  ^ -'tu^ tu^  •'rs^ rs 
+ h{irh . (z"^ ) , ] 
 ^ 'rSjtu/ r^Sjtu o 
Proof From Lemma 3-1 it is seen that 
)^rs,rs(^ "'')tu,tu]o = «41:+ 'imu+ 
ç'^ -^lmrt"'' {^mru"*" -^taist"'' ^ ^^ {mrst^  ^ -tmstu 
+ ô, , + 6, , + ô, ) + 4ô p , ] . 
tmstu tmrtu -tmrsu' -Lmrstu 
" 'u.u' i^jus'*' ^ 'inrs'^  
~ "^ -toru^  ^^ -^torst"^  -^taistu^  '^£/mrtu'^  -^lmrsu^  
= \t'su) + »ts(»lat+ »it^ ru) + 
+ 'ir'su' + 'to'^ is'rt"" 'ir®st"t'lr^  vst-" ^mt^ su' 
+ ®iiir®su' + w^ ms^ rt 
+ ° îs'^ 'te^ '^ru'st"" ^ Tt^ sJ'-^ mi'st* 'mt'su' 
+ vrt+ 'mt®ru> (^ stu* ^ u''®ms®ru+ 
+ ('st'*' ®stu^ ''ms®rt"^  ®ts'-'^ ®rtu''°m'st''' 'mt®su' 
+ '®su'rt+ ^ st'ru^ 'wrt"" ^ mt'ru^  + 'w'" wms^ ru"^  'nr^ u^  
+ ('rt+ w^ ms'rt"" 'dr\t>' 'su^ '^ mu'st* 'mt^ su' 
+ '^ ru'^  'mt'ru' * ®rt®su''®]ns®ru"^  
+ '^ r^su^ '®ins'rt+ vst' + 
+  ( Ô  ô  J { à  ô  ô  )  +  ( 2 Ô  ^ ) ( 6  5 + 6 6 )  
rt rst' mu rt. mt ru' rst ms ru mr su 
+ (gsugrt+ 6^ 263%))] = lgfgtr(6ar(6st+ *3* 
+  2 6  )  4 -  6  ô  +  6  6  +  6  , +  6  +  8 Ô  }  
stu mrt su mru st mrst mrsu mrstu 
+ 6„ {6 ( 6 ,+ 6 + 2ô,) + 6 ,6 + 5 6 + ô ,+ 6 is ms rt ru rtu/ mst ru msu rt mrst mrsu 
+ 8Ô , ] + ô,, {6 .(ô + 6 + 26 ) + ô .6 + ô ,6 +6 . 
mrstu tb mt ru su rsu mrt su mst ru mrtu 
+ gtnrstu) + ( 6,^ + 5;%+ + *mru*8t+ *msu*rt 
+ gmrtu+ ggargt*)] = 15 [6tmr(g8t+ *8u+ 26;%%) + 6,^ (5?% 
+ gru+ + 5^ 0^ (62.^ + agy+ + 6amu(*rt+ 26,3%) 
^^ t^mrt^ su -^lmru^ st"*" -^lmst^ ru"^  -^tmsu^ rt^  ^^ -^tarst"^  '^tmrtu 
 ^^-tersu'*' '^testu^  ^^ t^orstu^  
These values when substitued into 
liz-h {irh^  , + (z"^ )^   ^{irh + k{z-h  ^(L^ ) ] 
 ^ 'rs^ rs 'tu/tu 'tu,tu 'rs^ rs 'rs/tu/ 'rs/tu 0 
give the same value as that of (Z , , at Z = I . 
 ^ /rs,r8,tu,tu 
Lemma 3.3 
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«^ '')rs,r3,tu3o = (^ '')tuf^ "''rs,rs^ o 
2) = [(%'^ )rs,rs(z'^ )tu+ 2(z'^ )rs,tu(%'^ )rs]o ' 
" 1) «^ "')rs,st,tr^ o = 
2) - 2[(Z'^ )rs,rb,tu(E'^ )tn 
Proof a Consider 3.1 at 2 = I . 
= - (=)rs • - (3-«) 
3.1 was obtained from 
(Z)rsZ-l+ z(zrl)pg = 0 . (3.7) 
Operating on this we get 
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(^ ) = 0 • (3.8) 
Substituting 3-6 into 3-8 it is easy to see that 
Proof b 1) The operator on 3*8 gives 
2(Z)rs(Z'')rs,tu+ (:)tn(%'^)rs,rs+ = ° ' (3'9) 
or 
The result then follows at Z = I . 
2) Considering the similar operations on the identity 
Z = I we get 
2(z'^ )rs,tu(z)rs+ = « ' ^^ .lo) 
The substitution Z = I in it proves the lemma. 
3 "1 
Proof £ l) The operator on the identity ZZ = I 
gives 
(%)rs(%'^ )st,tr+ (%)st(%'^ )tr,rs+ 
+ z(c'')rs,st,tr - 0 • (3.11) 
The result follows by the use of 3.1 at Z = I . 
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o 
2) The operator on the identity Z Z = I 
+ (^ "^ )rs,sta/ = ° • (3-12) 
The substitution Z = I in it proves the lemma. 
Proof d 1) Operating 3^^ on 3-9 and following the procedure as 
considered above we prove the lemraa. 
2) Operating 3^  ^on 3.10 and following the procedure as 
considered above we prove the lemma. 
Alternate Proofs We substitute the values of the derivatives of 
"1 Z at Z = I from Lemma 3.1:a in the right hand side of Lemma 3-3:a. So, 
= "iam) + hAl'X-h-Au* 'is^ rs" 
= vrt+ 'nt'ru> + ®mr®su' 
The remaining parts of the lemma can be proved on similar lines. 
Lemma 3-^  If c is a constant and Z = I-cZ then 
1) • 77-:3k^ "'''rs,tu^ o ' 
' (1-c) 
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'^rs,st^ o - ^^ rs.st^ o ; 
3) [(ZR^ )rs,rs]o = T-^ -TIFFZ'^ irsfrsjo ' (1-c)" 
c« 1) [(£ )rs,r8,tuao ~ r^s,rs,tu^ o ' 
2) [(^  )rs,st,tr^ o ^  r^s,st,tr^ o 
r^s,rs,tu,tu^ o r^s,rs,tu,tu^ o 
Proof a Consider the identity 
z"^I = I (3.13) 
and the operator 5^  ^on it. Then since 
(z)rs= -
we have 
= 0 , 
or 
.rl\ . -^1 
rs - r& 
(Z'l) = c L\f^) ; (3.1^) 
and thus 
7^ -l\ 1 __ c r/v"l 
'-.^ o = 
38 
Proof b l) From 3.1^  it is easy to see that 
(£"^ )rs,tu 
= + c 0 , (3.15) 
SO that 
£^"1^  1 
'rs,tu o 
•which on using a, comes to 
c 
tu/ "^ ru '^ rs '^ tu o (i-c)^  rs/tu o 
Now using Lemma 3-3:a and simplifying this reduces to 
° w2"\. .j„ • 
(1-0)3 'rs,tu 0  
2) The result follows by taking u = s in the above 
lemma. 
3) The result follows by taking t = r in the above 
lemma. 
Proof c 1) The operator 3^  ^on 3.1$ gives 
(2"^ ) , 
'rs,rs,tu 
- c(^ RL)rs,tn(%'^ )rs5'^ + =1.^ )^ 
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+ ')tu- ^ 5"'(^ "').s,rs(5-')tu 





which on using Lemma 3«3 comes to 
ho 
^rs,rs,tuV d-cl"'"'^ 'rs,rs,tu^o (l-c)2 a-c)' (1-c) 






and thus using the results a and b;2 we have 
)rs,st,tr^ o 
(1-c)' "• (1-c)' 
'rs,st^ o 
r^s,st,ta * 'rs,st'^  'tr^ o 
kl 
7r~^  ^ S^t/tr^ " r^s"  ^ 48,tr 4s,st [l-c) 
+ 
- (^ "').3,at(^ '')tr- (^ '')rs,tr(^ "')st" ' 
Since 
'rs,st,tr^o 
- «^ "').3(^ "''st,t/ 
= 
= «^ "')rs(^ '')st,t/ ("'')st,tr(^ '')rs+ 
+ (z'^ )tr(z"^ )rs(z'^ )st]o ' 
the above comes to 
Proof d The operator on 3.15 gives 
k2 
r^s,rs,tu,tu 
+ 2c(z-l) 2=(£"^ )tu(^ "^ îrs,rs(^ "')tu 
+ c(zrl)tu,tu(%-l)rs(z'l)r:+ 
+ 2c(ç'l)tu(z'^ )rs(5'^ )rs,tu+ =(5"^ '(^ '^ 'rs,tu,tu(5"'')rs 
+ =(R")rs("'')r.,tu.tus-"+ 2=(R").s(^ '')ra,tu(s")tu 
+ = 5"^ (^ '^ )r.,rs,tu(£ "''tu 
At Z = I the above is 
)^rs,tu,tu(Z )rsv ^71^ '"'^  'rs,tu'^  'rs,tuv^ _^ j5 
)rs,tu(^  'rs'^  )%%] * 'ta,tli'^  'rs,rsv (^ 1^ 3 
(l_c)5^ ^^  r^s,tu,tu^  " r^s,rs,tu,tjo 
+ J""')rs,rs,t.+ (""")rs,rs,t.,tu+ (""')rs,rs,tu("" Vo 
r^s.rs^ tu^ tu^ o"^  "(l-^ ''^  ^ r^s,rs,tu 
+ (z"'lrs,rs,tm(%"'ltu]o+ ^ :^;^ !f(:"^ )rs,t%,t*(:"'lrs+ (z""),. 
^^  ^ rs^ tu.tu^ o"^  (l-c)^ '"^  ^ r^s,rs,tu^  ^ r^s,rs,tu^ o 
(We have used Lemmas 3-2 and 3.3 in obtaining this step) 
" (l-c)2^ ^^  )r8,rs,tu,tu^ o+ )rs,rs,tu 
"*" )rs,rs,tu,tu^  r^s^ rs^ tu^  ^ t^u^  r^s,tu;,tu^  ^ r^s 
+ (^  )rg(z )r8,tu,tu^  c[-3(2 )rg^ rs,tu,tu^  ° r^s,rs,tu,tu^ o^ ' 
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•which on again using Lemma 3.3 
r c , c^(3-3c+c^)ir/r-l\ i _ c r/y-l\ i 
~ (1-0)2 (i_c)5 /rs,rs,tu,tujo " ''rs,rs,tu,tu^  ' 
Corollary 3.2 If Z is the- inverse of Z = [£^ ] , then 
(of^ lyg]o = - (c+2c2+3c^ -f ...) . 
t. 1) i((>^ 3c%3+ i^st^ ru+ wrt)' 
(^ '''')r8,8t^ o= i(c+3c2+6c3+ ...)(ô.^ +^ 5.g6^ +^ 25.^ ^^ ) ^  
3) (o:'^)rs,rs]o= ...)(6.^+ 6.^+ 26.^^) . 
c. 1) i^8^ rtii+ i^stj 
(^'''')r8,8t,tr^o = - W Vst"" Gis^tr 
+ *itgr8+ 2(gir8+ gigt+ 6.,^ ) + 126.-
+ ^it(^ru+ ^8J + VW ^8t) + ^(^irb+ ^i8t+ 
^^ i^r^ stu"^  ^ is^ rtu" ^ it^ rsu"^  i^u^ rst^  
^5 
+ 2(*irtgsu+ *iru*8t+ *i8t*ru+ *i8u*rt) 
(^^ irst* ^ irsu^  ^ irtu^  ^ istu^  °^^ irstu^  
Proof Lemma 3»^ and Corollary 3-1 • 
Lemma 3.5 If (Z)^  is denoted by Z , then 
«s'^ )rs,tu3o=3[(^ '^ )rs,tu^ o ' 
[(S'^)rs,st]o = 3[(Z'^)rs,st]o ' 
3) «£"')rs,r.^ o = ' 
C(i'^>rs,st,tr^o =A«^"^)rs,rt,tr^c ' 
r^s,rs,tu,tu^ o ~ r^s,rsjtu,tti^ o 
Proof a Consider ô on the identity 
rs 
z~^  = e"^ z"^  . 
So 
(f')rs = ' 
and thus 
k6 
Proof b 1) The operator on 3.20 gives 
(R^ )rs,tu 
= 
«s'^ )rs,tu^ o 
= 
= 3[(Z"^ )rg^ tu]o ' 3.3:a. 
2) The operator on 3.20 gives 
(S'^ r^s.st 
= <3.22) 
(^= )rs,8t^ o 
= [:(':"')rs,stv [(^ ''')rs(':"'')st+ (':''')st(':"')rs]o+ [(':''')rs,st]o 
= 3[(zr^ ] ]^ ; by Lemma 3.3:a. 
/rs,st 
3) It can he proved on similar lines. 
Proof c 1) It is easy to see from 3.21 that 
(Z"^ ) , = (Z"^ ) , Z~\ 2(E"^ ) , (Z"^ ) + (Z"l) (Z"^ ), 
= 'rs,rs,tu  ^ 'rs,r8,tu 'rs,tu 'rs 'rs^ rs 'tu 
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+ "^'(^ "'•)rs,rs,tu ' <3.23) 
Thus at E = I the above, by Lemma 3.3:b, reduces to 
° '^'^'^'rs,rs,tu^o^ ^'rs,rs,tuV ^'rs,rs,tu^o 
2) Since 
(zt^ ) . . 
'r8,st,tr 
+ 
the use of Lemma 3.3:c proves this lemma. 
Proof d The operator 5^^ on 3.23 gives 
= /rs,rs,tu,tu 
= 2(z'^ )rs,rs,t*(e''^ tu+ 
+ ^ (^ '')rs,tu,tu(^ '')rs+ 2(^ "'),,(2"'),3,tu,tu 





= ^ c^ "''rs,r=,tu,tu^ o^  <^ "''tu(^ "')rs,rs,tu^ o 
+ 
which on using Lemma 3.2 and 3'3:d, leads to the result. 
Corollary 3.3 If is the inverse of Z = , then 
(ç'^ irs^ o = • ^ i^rs • 
t- 1) (s^ i^rsftu^ o = 5<*irt*8u+ *iru*8t+ *i8t*ru+ *ibu*rt) ' 
(g'^ lrsfst^ o = B i^rt"" i^s^ rt"" ^ r^st^  ' 
3) (2^ 'lrs,rs]o = #(^ 1/ ^ is+ ^ i^rs^  ' 
1) (s^ )^rb,r8,tu]o = " 2fgirg8tu+ *i8grtu+ 2(girtu+ *i8tu) + ^ "sirbtu) ' 
(g^ '^ rsjstjtr^ o = ' ^^ir+ ^ i8+ i^t+ ^ ir^ st+ ^ isv ^it^ rs 
+ 2(*ir8+ Gi8t+ *itr) + iS^irst) ' 
49 
(î")rs,rs,tu,tu^o= 'su' + °ru' + ^it'^ru"" 'su' 
+ ®lu'v 'st' + 2(6iyt+ hxv* hst* ®isu' 
+  2 ( 6 .  6  ^  +  6 .  6  ^  +  6 . . Ô  +  6 .  6  
 ^ ir stu IS rtu it: rsu lu rst' 
+ 2(6. ^ 5 + 6. 6 /+ 6. ^ 6 + 6. 6 irt su iru st ist ru xsu rt^  
+ 6(6. ,+ ô. +6.+6..)+ 4oô. , j 
 ^ irst irsu irtu istu' irstu 
Proof Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3-1 • 
Note Lemma 3.5:a, b(3) and the results obtained by substituting 
i = 1 into the above corollary are also given by Okamoto (24) without 
proof. 
Lemma 3-6 Let P be an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes Z 
If L is such that a..= Ô.^  except that for fixed 1] ij 
(a) subscript r, is the only variable element, then we can 
choose P = I ; 
(b) subscripts r and s where r < s, is the only variable 
element, then we can choose P = [p^ ]^ , where 
• tm. 
1 if t = m 
— if -L = m = r 
•/2 
— if -L = m = s 
1/2 




if t = s, m = r 
otherwise 
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Proof a This case is trivial. 
Proof b If X' = (x^ ; ... , then the ellipsoid generated by 
Z ^ is X'Z . The eigenvectors of I- being the principal axes of 
the p dimensional ellipsoid, may be chosen as 
(1,0, Oj • • • ) 0, 0) 
(OjljOj. . • )0 y o) 
rth vector: (0,0,0, —,,...o) with rth and sth components 
 ^  ^ being — and — . 
(0,0,...,0,1,0, 0) f/2 V2 
sth vector; (0,0,...,.. o) with rth and sth components 
 ^ being — and — . 
\/2  ^
( 0 , 0 ,  0 , 0,1) . 
The eigenvector therefore constitute an orthogonal matrix P as given in 
the statement of the lemma. Obviously if P is the orthogonal matrix, 
-1 -1 
which diagonalizes E or Z , then P' also diagonalizes Z or Z . 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
-1 
Lemma 3»7 let D denote the matrix of eigen-values of Z . 
Then 
M [Off]. = [V ' "here otLrwLe , 
51 
'rr,rr o -Lm 
Proof Let Z ^  = [c^ ] , where 
2 if -L = m = r 
otherwise 
/ 1 if -& = m ^  r 
c. = cr ^  if t = m = T 
-un 1 rr 
\ otherwise 
By Lemma 3.6, P = I . Thus 
(s)rr = ^)rif " ^ km^rr^ ' 
(d) 
rr.rr = ' «"^ùi'rr.rr^ ' 
and hence 
" ^(-^t,rr^o - ' 
where a. and b, are as defined in the statements a and h of the 
vin. 'lzh 
lemma. 
Lergixa 3-8 if r < s , then 
(a) [(oirs^o ' where 
if -L = m = r 
if -t = m = s 
otherwise 
52 
è if l = m = T 




Proof a Let Z = [c^ ] , where 
1 if t = m. 
u if -ù = r, m = s or -ù = s, m = r 
rs 
otherwise 




- ~ 2tpp^pgj^+ ps'c.^rm^ 
^r{ps& if  ^= m 
= - p P = ? if -t = m = r 
-"^ rr sr 
= - p p = if -£/ = m = s 
r^s ss 




v= ^sam) ' *(prt* ^ sl> if t = TO. 
i(p^ +^ Pgy) = 2 if" 't=in=r 
i( p ^  + p ^ ) = 2  if t  = m  =  8  2\^r8 88' 
Lemma 3-9 If D = [d..] i8 a diagonal matrix of eigen-values of j ti 
Z then 
jei(^jj)r8^o " ^ rs ' 
1 + *rs ' 
(c)  ^• 
Proof a 
jel(djj)rs]o tr(d)yg]q 




= 2 i^( v 6.s+ z^irg) = 1 + *rs ' 
Proof c 
jl«^33'rs5'3o ' 
= tr[{p's-^3^^p]^ = tr(p'j:s)^jp'z"^)j,^]^ . 
We have seen in Lemma 3.6 that when is the only variable element, the 
orthogonal matrix is independent of . So the above 
= i W 
P 
+i^ ï^ "ir' "is' "'irs'' 
1+Ô 
= ?.z_(ô,_+ a<.+ 2à^_) 
rs 
" 2 
Note From above we have 
y /, \ 1 _ rO if r/s 
j=l^  jj rs o -1 if r=s 
y \ -I _ rl if rA 
j=l( jj rs,r8 2 if r=s 
55 
= ? : rt . 
These results are easily verified "by Lemmas 3.7 and 3-8. 
Lemma 3.10 If P is an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes 
into D i.e., P'2"^ P = D , then 
(a) [(Z'l),;]* - POrs?']. -
Proof a P'Z ^  = D , 
Z"^ = PDP' . 
So (P)^ gDP' + P(D)^ gP' + PD(P')^ g (3.26) 
Also from Lemma 3.6 we have 
c(p)„]o = 0 . [(?'),;], • 
3.26 at 2 = 1 proves the lemma. 
Proof b We have from 3.26 
* ?(0)rs,rsp'+ 2p(2)rs(f')rs+ 
The use of Lemma 3.6 thus proves the lemma. 
Corollary 3.^  
a. 1) »iipti('iii'rs^o - - ' 
1 
56 
' " ®trs ' 
=• tCV \=+ • 
=• flai<'^ii'rs,rs^o = w ' 
?ti''^ii'rs,rs^o = ^ts+ ^ \rs^ ' 
l£2^â 
So 
[?uvt\i'rs^o - " <3.28) 
/[, = 1; m = t in 3.28 proves the Corollary a:l. 
{, = m = t in 3.28 proves the Corollary a;2. 
= t!^^iî(âii)rg3^uii] • 
Since 
90 
'^ Pu^ mi^^'^ii^rs^^^o = W ^^-lmrs^ ' (3-29) 
57 
So 
-t = m = t in 3.29 proves the Corollary btl. 
-t = m = t in 3*29 proves the Corollary b:2. 
' '3-30) 
Putting & = 1, m = t and -ù = m = t we get the results c:l and c;2 
respectively. 
C. An Asymptotic Expansion of the Characteristic 
Function of the Z Statistic for the Case 
Due to invariance of the distribution of the Z statistic under any 
linear transformation on x , as proved in Theorem 2.2, we may suppose 
without any loss of generality that 
— 0 )  \ ^  =  , 2 = 1 ,  (3» 3 1 )  
where is 1 x p vector (D,0,These substitutions in Theorem 
2 A simplify the conditional characteristic function of Z to 
^-eba(on)9-i + iji 1,2eâa.. - <3.32) 
J J 
where 
V = P'[-(qh-1)X^+ QXg] , (3-33) 
Q = (x^- XG) S"^(x^- Xg) , (3-3^) 
D = [d ] = p's'lp . (3.35) 
J J 
58 
Theorem 3-1 Let ^ and cr^ be mean and variance of the asymp­
totic distribution of the Z statistic given in Theorem 2.3. An asymp­
totic expansion of the characteristic function of the random variable 
under the assumption that x comes from the normal population , 
is given by 
[1 + 1(^1 + i-ai) + ^ (^2+ ib^) +^1 + + |d^3 
+ ^[(%+cg) + èeg} 
+ + 4^3' + ioçfv + ^=3^ 
c L d 
+ ...] eo^/s , 
where 
4 ^ f ' 
 ^= - ^ (4) - ' 
d 
•-s. 
B3 = - 202(iJ)3+ |^(1-|)2 , 
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G. 11 z\2D 2D 2D" hj)^  2D 
= 1 2  '  [ -#  + § ( # « - +  
^22 " 8 - 8^ + 1^)^ + ~ + e^n2 , 0^ 38^ p+6d^ .2 p+d^ n1 :5  . 
Proof The characteristic function of —- from Theorem 2.3 under 
cr 
the assumption that x e jt^  is 
0(8) = E[e 
»(#) 
= E[e' 
8D ^ 8Z 
r + â 




where E- - „ indicates expectation w.r.t. joint distribution of 
0D 
(x^ yXgjS), given that x e and !^ (x^ ,xg,8) = e^ ' . (conditional c.f. 
of §0) 
GD 
2 - " iJi 7^ i.j^iogd - 1^..) 
, (3.37) 
6i 





P p V. 
l-d-djj 
0b. (3.38) 
Now since 0(x^ ;x^ ,s) is analytic about the point ~ (0,W^ ,l), 1' 2 
so in a Taylor expansion about an origin (0,111^ ,1) 
p 
z 
i&^li ski . i^^^2i" ^ oi) s^p. i,j=l^®ij" ^ij) && 
11 ij, 
where ] is the value at the point (o,W. ,l). Note that whenever we write 
— we will mean the operator ?(l+ô. .) r—— 00". ^ ij sc.. 
XJ XJ 
So 
0(9) = E 
afx^jxgjs) 
[e ] 
. 0 a  ] ^  ,  
where we have denoted O (a symbol also used by Okamoto (24), Welch (35); 
and others) as the differential operator i.e.. 
O = E 
p 
e 




From the substitution,-3«31 it follows that 
n 
r/o\ 1 
/ M -1, 
• 
, N "-I 







nS ~ W(n;l) 
(Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom and identity covariance 
matrix). 
Okamoto (24) has shown that 3-39 can be put in the form 
1 + ^ 2 + 7^ z ^ 
^1 ^ 3u|^ ^ 8n^ îs 
1|. 4 4 
rs 
4 , a 
2S^ n r,s,t ^ ,^ 2 r,s,t,u 




3 r,s,t a<rrs^ ''st®°'tr 
) + (3.40) 
where each subscript runs over the range 1, ... ,p . This operator there-
63 
fore constitutes a direction to carry out the partial differentiations 
indicated by 3«^ 0. 
We will now consider 
J^ (0) = o e  ^  ^ • (3.41) 
3.38 comes to 
r - ^4#  ^« - + kh rlr ' f'jj) ' (3.42) 
and 
v = P'E-(oh-1)|J^ + ofig] , (3.43) 
q = (m]_- wg)'^ ^ (m^" ^ 2) > (3.44) 
D = [d..] = P'rt , (3.45) ju 
follow from 3.33 - 3.35. Note that we have used the same notations for 
V, Q and D . 
Here t-ig and Z are variables. Then P, the orthogonal matrix, 
is also a variable matrix. The matrix [d..] of eigen values of Z ^  being j j 
the functions of the elements a.. of Z is thus obviously variable. 
1. Calculation of coefficients in 3.41 
We will evaluate the coefficients of 1, ^  , ... in the asymp-
1 2 
totic expansion 3.4l. Since and Ng have been assumed to be large 
it would be sufficient to consider only the principal (which is not a 
function of or Ng or both and Ng), linear (which involves 
a 
only  ^or ~ or — ) and quadratic (which involves only — or — 
^1 ^^2 ^ n| 
1  1 1 1  
or ,T • or "TT" or or —) terms. Moreover, the terms of order 
% ""l "^2 n= 
1^^  ^1^ 2^ / •••• etc. take a considerable time to confute. Consequent­
ly we often make errors in our calculation and above all it is unlikely 
to be of practical use. It will be seen later that each coefficient in 
3.^ 1 consists of the principal (which is not a function of or or 
both and Ng), linear (which involves only  ^or quadratic 
1 1 1 ^ ^ (which involves only —s or ^ or ajid higher terms. We will 
therefore consider the principal, linear and quadratic terms in evaluating 
the principal term in 3.^ 1, the principal and linear terms in evaluating 
the linear terms in 3'^ 1, the principal term in evaluating the quadratic 
terms in 3«^ 1. 
2. Principal term 
It is easy to see that at the point = (0,tJ,^ ,l) we may 
choose P = I and therefore each eigen value is 1. Also 
= . 
So 
AQ = A(0,W^,I) = a(QH-l) - ^  ^ - 2 los(l-r) 
( "d ^ 
^ i ^ d-^ d 
65 
Using 
c&) = 1 - ^  + — + .... y 
^2 
qpb^ = 1 - ~ + — +...., (3*^6) 
^2 n| 
A^  on simplification comes to 
•where R is the remainder. So 
ef 
eA(0'4fl) = (1 + R + |- + ...) e^  
= (#5 + 51)) + ag 8 - 82 + 20) 
66 
•YII'G-S'JJI-S-SI-I-J:"-» 
,3 ak _ _a ,3 
,2 û3 o4 ^n q3 _p,2 
02 
, 2" 
4" • • • • J 3 
•where 
®i = " ID " M ' 
•^2 ° ib " ^ ® ' 
=:i = i# + A' + 4^ + g+0 ' 
3. Coefficient of l/2M^  
Put 2=1 in 3.42. Then p 
a = |5 - -1 i.g(if 
67 
where - (cm-l)p^ j . Then differentiation of 3-5^  is 
#- = - ^r' ' (3.55) 
1 - J-
_SfA_ ^ _ 9ba(oH-l) _ (q^i)2 + (Q»l)^ . (3-56) 
< i-f 
So that 
6a , . £5fa[»ll 5^^ , (3.57) 
° d(l- f) 
=-2^^(l + ^ ) , (3.58) 
Thus 
rp0b(oh-l)/, , gbq:\ , 
. [2i(db+b)(i+ 2%g)(i+ ik + 8!s! +... ) 
a 
d >•" d " d g2 
+ i-(av.2cavcfb'*)(i+ ... )],"= 
if ® d= 
. I (2cib=+ 0?b=) + + ... } 
du p2 
} ] e °  ,  
•n2 ^ 
68 
using expansions 3.^ 6, 
' [§ (^4) + J - + 5)' ' +§)] 
= (^1 + + %; + ''')(1 + + ig + -'- ) 
where 
^ _ ^(1 . |) . ei(l . 1)3 , 
h. Coefficient of l/2Nn 
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1 ,28^ 20^^ , 1 , _ , 6e 69^ , , m "o 
o 
bp bq g-, g„ p2 / 
=  • • •  +  • • •  )  ®  
= 0^(1-|)^ - £5(1-f) , (3.68) 
®2 " ^(1- #) - ^  ' (3.69) 
d^ d 
b = - 20^(1- |)\ 1^(1- |)2 . (6.70) 
5- Coefficient of 1/8m  ^
It is easy to see that 
s'^ e''^  _ [f/ M -.a a^ A -.r/ 8A ,2 + 1, _M M 
' vr' ai, ^ ^la 
+ "f a°A yg , p,_3A_ a& + _aA, a ,  
• là' •' ' 
71 
Since from 3»55 and 3.5^  
.3. .4. 
= o for r s  ^ (3.72) ô^a ô^a h^ A ô^a 
and 
 ^^ = o , (3.73) 
we have 
z —6i_] . [ï{(|â-)= + a_)]2 + £a_ + 2(£a.)2)j /o , 
Now 3.57 and 3-58 give 
F (: + |)] ' (3.74) 
and 
,{u(^)3 h. 2(^)=}]„ 
~ aofr 
_ ri ew(ah)3 ,. |to. 2£efbf{aa£, bw-a-, 
- b3(1- &)3 b=(i- a). b ) j 
. ^  (1 + ^ ) + ^  (1 + §):] 
So. 
A A 
rîa "S ^  + |) + + §)'» 02/2 
Is 
d' d- D" 
72 
8^/2 
= e (3.75) 
where 
D, = [C^  + gê(i + i)P + ii|! + + . (3.76) 
d d d 
6. Coefficient of l/Sc^  
From 3.63 and 3»6^  it is obvious that 
ô|i2râl^2s 
ô^a ô^a 




f = o  
2r 
(3.78) 
As in 3.71; we have 
[2{(^)2 + âf^}]2+ + 2(-^)^}]^e^° 
r,s 
an 2r 2r Bti: •2r ôn; 2r 
Wow 






= [t {9|s ^  ^  , 1)3^ 2 pew ^ _ ip] 
•D{i-fy ^ ® if(i- |p)2 ® ^ 
So 
= 1- §))"- !)'- Ç(i- #)"] 
6^/2 
= Dg e , (3.80) 
•where 
d2 = [{9=(l-|)^-e5(l-f)p-^(l-|)5h-^(l-|)^] . (3.81) 
7. Coefficient of 
It can be showa that 
0^ 8^  rr/ BA \2 , ô^ A i;/ BA \2, B^ A i , ;, 5A 5A 5^ A 
+ 2(—.ifâ-)=+ 2{^ _a_ + -m a_) + -a—je". 
®l^r®'^2s >^3 8m^ 51^^ 
On using 
^ _A = _A—= 0 .for r^s (3.82) 
•we have 
7^ 
3.7^ and 3.79 give 
= + it'i + 5)][e=(i- #)=- §9(1- §)] . 
Since from 3-55 
SO 
V fk SA 5A 5^ A r./ 5^ A \2ii 
stj^r swgs ^^r^'^2s ^^r^^ss ° 
= f - w ^ 'r.] 
d (1- d 11-





^(1- I) + 2p 
D-^  D 
(3.84) 
where 
®3 = + ^(1 + 5)}te=(l- |j2- §9(1. 1)] . ^ (1. 1) H. 2p ^] . (3.85) 
8. Coefficient of l/n 
Using the substitutions |J^= 0, f-ig" Mg in we have 
a(0,w^,z) 
® - a(wi) ^  - V iiii TTbT ii5i,i°s(i - D^ ii' ' 
where 
V = qP'Hq = oD 
= od 
76 
I.e. V. oDp. li 
(3.86) 
Therefore, 
A( 0,1^ ,^2) 
d^ il 
d^ ii^  •. (3.87) 
Consider now 
p'zt^ p = d 
then 
= PDF' , 
and so 
|b 2-1= apdp' 
D D -
or 
I - 1^ 2"^  = I - ^ PDP'= P(I- ^  D)P' , 
or 
8br-l\-l (I- f-Z •^ ) -"= P(I- ^  D) -^ P D 
- [pijlci- [pij] 
= [p..][' 





Taking c = — in Lemma 3-4 it follows that 
5-1 = [or^ ] = , (3.88) 
and so 
-•» • I'R&' • 
Therefore we write 3»87 as 
a(0,^ q,z) 
^  | d .  ^ , 1 1  + ç f i f  ç i i  _  1  .  ( 3 . 8 9 )  
Now 
ÔA a(QH-l)0bD /_llv , o^ lf / 11\ , 6b  ^ (^ li^ rs 
= - )rs'" "2~ r^s"" 2D i&. , 8b, 
d^ ii 
ô^ A a(QH-l)6bD /_11\ , cFlf / 11\ 0b i (^ li^ rs.rs 
77 = - -^ -2 )rs,rs+ — (e )rs,r8+ ^  i& , 0^  
°^rs . . f^ ii 
0f^  i tf^ ii^ rs^  ^
 ^""(1-l^ ii)' ' 
Using Corollaries 3-1 and 3.2 and Lemma 3-9 "we have from above 
ÔA 1 ra(cH-l)8bD c^ jf ,0b . 20fb2 . 38%^ \-i . 8b 
âf7]c= - —(r + —+ —» «1rs- r^s 
•6Dba n2^ 2_2 30^ Q^: -i c 0b , 6b 
= 6^ .^ g (1 + f + '")'rs (3-90) 
using expansions 3.46 and retaining the principal and linear terms 
78 
= u f  + + + #)] • 
Similarly, 
= [- . 3 çî . 6 ^)](6,,+ 6,/ 
rs 
8b(l + 5^ )^ e^ -b^ (l + 0^ )^ 
2d(1- 1^ ) 4d2(i_ a)2 
= [- ^  + f 9w + g! t3cf](6i,+ ô^ h^. + |(1 + 1^  
+ ...)(! + 6pg) + ^ -(1 + 2 ^  + ...)(1 + 6j,g) > (3.91) 
using expansions 3*^ 6 and retaining the principal and linear terms 
'[-r + f+ v 2^ .) 
•*• (" * ^ rs' • 
= ^  - 82)2 + ^ (d9 . + |) + ^ (m , f)(_ ^  0 + tea. 
+ i(p+iX-De + 36=) -6 + 0^} 
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We have from 3*89 using Corollary 3*2 and neglecting terms involving b 
(not appearing with a ) 
rs tu Tr 
"\rtvwrt) ' (3.96) 
rs tu 
' (3.97) 
= t[-  ^  - 5 5 j 
+ *l8(*rt+ *ru) + gitcgryt ôgy) + 6^ ,^) 
+ 2(6irt+ ^ lru+ ^ lst+ \su^  + ^ ^^ ir^ stu"" \sw \t^ su 
+ giufrgt) + 2(6^ yt,62u+ 5iryagt+ *l8t5ru+ *lsu*rt) 
+ g(glrst+ *lrsu+ 6irt%+ tigtu) + ^ 0 ' (3-98) 
On using 3.89 to 3-98 and retaining only the principal terms and simplify­
ing we have then 
4 a 
] = [{(i^ -0=)^  + i{pn)(-d9+3e=)p 
r,s,t,u g2 gg2 o 2 
rs tu 
+ 8(|^  - §& + 3|!) + (2ih.6)(. f- + ^ )= 
+ {8ih-i6)(^  - 0^ )(^  + 26^ ) 
8l 
+ (^ p=+10tH-10)(- f- + 2Î)] , (3.99) 
for since 
r,sft,u^lrs'ltu " ^ ' (3.100) 
r,sft,u^ lrs^ ltu^ \rfc^ su^  ^ iru^ st^  ^ ist^ ru^  ^ isu^ rt^   ^' 
T,B%JhrAu* \8t^ rt+ , 
®lsw'" 'istu' + ®\rstu^  " "*^ *8 ' 
r,sft,u[*lr(gst+ 'su' + ®ru' \n> * w ®st' 
+ w w w \su' + 'isw 'it^ rsu-^  vrst' 
+ ^ ('lrst+ ^ lra.+ W \stu' + '*° ®lrstu^  = hop * ho . 
Also 
ô^e^ _ÔA M ÔA ^ 5^A 5^A 
. ÔA B^A , Ô^A + _ ^ + — 
Using Corollary 3-2 and neglecting terms involving b (not appearing with 
a ), -we have 
a^ a n _ 2^ r_ a(q!M)9bD 
ôcr Sa ^0 ^ 2 
rs st 
+ vrt) ' (3-^ 0^ ) 
82 
rs st tr D 
+ ®ls\r+ 'iters' + l^st+ \tr' 
+ 12 • (3.102) 
Thus on retaining the principal terms 
.i,t = «r - =')' e=)(- ;  ^f ) 
' ' rs st tr 
+ 3p^+%h-12)- 20^)] e^^^ ; (3.103) 
for since 
 ^' (3.104) 
r,i,t\tr(w ^ l^rbt+ 'is^ rt' =?+ % ' 
V ( Vst"' \sV + ^(^lrs+ W 
+ 12 = 3p=+ %h-12 . 
The coefficient of — from 3-99 a^id 3.103, therefore, comes to 
n= 
mf - 82)2 + ne + 382)]: + 4(1^  - e2)2(- 55 + |î) 
+ (ih-3)(- + )^2 + (ltp+8)(|â - e2)(§& - 26=) 




= , (3.105) 
where we m-ite 
e, = [i{(^  - 82)2 + i(pn)(_ d8 + 382) ]2 + 2(5i - e2)2(_ d0 + 302) 
4 , d 8  ^ \ 3  .  /  . d 8  _  3 0 2 , 2  .  , ^ _ . q \ / d 8  r 2 \ / d 8  
3^  
+ - 8^ ) + (;^ 3)(- + :g-)^  + (l^ p4.8)(gh _ 82)(g2 _ 282) 
+ (p+3}(^  - 6^ )(- d0 + 36)2) + (2p2+5jh-5)(- ^  + ^ —) 
+ (p^+3iH-4)(§^ - 202)] . (3.106) 
10. Coefficiërfb of l/2E^ n 
Consider cr as the only variable in Z . Then in view of Lemma 
rs 
3.6 V is indépendant of . Thus 3-^2 gives 
if/^ li" ^ 2i)^ °'''^ )rs^ '^ lj" ^ 2j) 2D ? ^  ^  
f^ ii'' 
- i(Z log(l- §^ ii))rg , (3.107) 
f  -  -  ^  6(^ 1- + i j Srf 
rs  ^ D ii' 
' ? f - fill»r3,r3 • (3.108) 
 ^ d ziv 
We know 
vi = zpjj^ [-((%h)ii^ to:w.gj] , (3.109) 
j 
operating on 3.107 and 3-108 we have 
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 ^f(^ -  ^f %!#" 
26^b^(ciH-l) y 
 ^ 1 (1-%)' 
3^ a obacau) / tt\ , eb(q!h)^  ^  ^ti^ \i^ rs 
d )r8+ d r t~bb7~7^  ' 
d\ 9ba(oH-l) / tt. ^ 8b(wl)^ ^ ^ti^^ii^rs,rs 
26^ b^ (oh-l)^  y 
^ i(l-%)" 
so that on using Corollaries 3.1 and 3«4 and Lemma 3'9 we obtain 
âs3 ]^o = 
=  [ -  W ' 
 ^d ' 
which on retaining the principal terms 
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From 3.57, 3-90 and 3-110 to 3*113 it is easy to see that 
0^  
= 2(p+l) — , 
if 
t,r,s ôM^  ~ ^  t,r,s\t^ l^t/ ^ Its^  ^ \trs^  
0^  
= 3(pH) — , 
if-
k 
0^  / j+e^ v 
= - 2" ' 
l = & (1 + l^ )<- 5 .(^ 4.,+ K,* 2g*_.) t,r,s o 2D ^ D 't,r,8\ tr ts trs 
= (p^ +p) § (1 + ^ ) • 
It may be noted that we have used the following in obtaining the above 
values. 
87 
'ls^ tr+ "^ trs) 
= 2(p+l) , (3.11^) 
t,l,s'lt(w \ts* 2\trs) = ' 
 ^Z (6^ + 5^ + 26^ ) = 2^ Z 6^ + 2^ Z 6. t,r,s^ tr ts trs' t,r,s tr t,r,s trs 
= 2(p2+p) . 
Thus 
4. k V 5A 9A 9^A 2 r / 5^A v ,M 
t,r,s a|l^^ t,r,8 
+ 2^  z  ^ ^ + , z â-a_] g o 
KtKs ° 
. [#(1 + h + + ^ (- de + 3f)) - ^  (p - ^ ) 
lo(pH) 4 - 6^(1 - ^) + (P^+P) §(1+ 
= ege®^ /^  , (3.115) 
where 
®2 = "f (1 #) + - »^ )^ + ^  (- m + 36=)} - ^  (r - e^ ) 
88 
0^(1 - -—) + 10(p+l) — + (p^+p) ^ (1 + ^)] • (3.116) 
11- Coefficient of l/2nE^ 
We have from 3-107 3-109 
f (^ 1-  ^
'^2-c rs • ^ 11-
S^ A 9ba(afl) , _ w it. g ^ i^ ti^ i^i^ rs.rs 
 ^(1-
26^ 0^ 0: y "^ i^ ti^ ^^ ii^ rs^  
dp i (1- -
ô\ 9ba(orM") / tt\ , GboP ^  ^ti^ i^i^ rs 
^•- . " '..--fttr^r . 
O^ A obaicB-l) / tt\ , SboP V ^ ti^ i^i^ rs^ rs 
^  ^  ^ i (x-
On using Corollaries 3-1 and 3-2 and Lemma 3.9 we have from above 
ôiip.ôcr o^ " " Gba(QH-l)[(or + 8b\2 '"J^ li^ ti^ '^ ii^ rs^ o 
2"!: rs ll-:p—; 1 
2(1- 5-) 
89 
which on retaining the principal terms 
Similarly 
— ] o  =  -  8 b a { a H ) [ ( c r  ) j , 3  +  • ~ ~ T b ^ [ p ' l i ! ' u ( ' ^ i l ' r E , r s ^ c  
• D(1 - 5-) 
= |(1-§5)6,^ 3 , (3.119) 
''•-?*? V"W \ts + ^ ®ltrs' ' 
2^t rs  ^ b 
90 
= 2*trs) • 
From 3.65, 3.90 and 3.117 to 3.120, and finally using 3.112 wé .obtain 
% % sï^ o^ = < - - ^ )(| -
i 03(1 - |)(1 - |âf , 
= ll±i)£ (1 . |â)= , 
t,?,s "it J L - ®<l - !)(-#+2 \u* ^\trs> 
= (p+l)6 (^l - -)(! - 1^) ; 
D ^ 
f- ' s'r - - f)t,?,s,W 
rs ô|a 00" 
rs 










































































































































































The proof of this theorem now follows immediately from 3.^1, 3.^8, 
3.59, 3.67, 3.75, 3.80, 3.84, 3.92, 3.105, 3.115, aad 3.121. 
Theorem 3-2 An asymptotic expansion of the characteristic func 
tion of the Z statistic under the assumption that x comes from the 
normal population is given by 
+ b" ^ 1^  ^^ (^ 22+ 3^) § ^2^  + ^  v cg) + i e 
+ (^ 3) + ^  ^3^  + e^ ^^ 12+ w ^3) + 2^) 
2 1 <-
-d^ e +2d^ 0^  
+ ^ Dq,} + . . . .]e , 
where 
+ 2p0(l+20) 
ag = -321^ 8^ (1+28) - 2p0(l+2e)2 , 
a, = -32]f 8^ (1-28) + 8p8^  , 
= 1^82(1-28)2- 2p0(l-20) , 
eg = -6kl>^ Çp+ 32d^ 0^ - 8p9^ , 
= 6k]fb^ ~ 961^ 8^  48d^ 6^ + 2p0(1-20)2- 8]f 8^  , 
+ (ïh-1)(-d2 0+6d2 02) , 
.cg = [(lf8-4]f 82)(2e+24]f 8^ ) - 24(p4.l)d26^ - (p2+p)0] , 
cg = [(d^ o-i^ d^ e^ )!-2(1)2+1)0 + 16d202_ 2kd^ b^ ] + 2l|(pfl)d202 
93 
- I2(pn)]f8^ + (p+l)(pfD^ )8] , 
= [{i6d^ 0^ + 2p0(l+20)}2+ 128d^ 0^ (1+20) + 8p0^ (1+20)^ ] , 
Dg = C{4d202(i-20)2- 2p0(l-20)F- 320^ 03(1-20)3+ 8p02(l-20)2] , 
= [{i6d^ 0V 2p0(l+20)}^ D^ 02(l.20)2- 2p0(l-20)} - 1280^ 0^ (1-20) + 32p0'^ ], 
= [M(]f8-4]f 8^ )^ + (p+i)(-]f 0 + 0^ )?+ 4.(]f 0-4D^ 8^ )(-]f 0+6]f0^ ) 
+ ^ (D^ 0-^ D^ 0^ )3+ (pf3)(-D^ 0 + 
+ l^ (pf^ (d^ 0-ud^ 0^ )(d^ 0-8d^ 0^ ) 
+ 2(pf3)(l>^ 8-^ D^ 0^ )(-D^ 0+6D^ 8^ ) + (2p^ +5p+5)(-D26+10D^ 8) 
+ 2p^ + 5p + 5)(-d^ 0 + lolf0) + (p^ +3p+^ )(]f 0-8d^ 0^ )] ; 
Eg = [{2p0(l+20) + +.(p)-l)(-D^ &h6D®02)3 
- 128D^ 0^ (D^ 0-4lf 0^ ) - iHD^ 8^ (l-l6e2) + l6o(p+l)D^ 8\ 2(p^ +p)0(1+60) ] , 
= [{-2p0(l-20) + + (pfi)(-D^ 8+6D^ 8^ )] 
- l6D^ 03(i-28)(i-48)2+ 8(pH)D^ 0^ (l-20)(l-60)+4(p+2)D^ 0^ (l-40)2 • 
-2(P^+P)0(1-68)] , 
= - ^ D^ 03- p0  ^
Gg = h]fd^ + (P+D^ )0 , 
= i(p0+i^ d^ 03)2+ 8jfd^ + hifd^ + p0^ + p0 , 
G^  = [-(p8+^ d^ 83){(phf )8-4d^ 8^ + 41^ 03] _ 100^ 0^  8d^ 03-2p82] , 
Ggg = [i[(p+lf)8-4]f8^ + hD^ Q'^ f+ 120^ 0^ + (p+6D^ )0^ - (p+D^ )8] . 
where 8^ = 2D8 • Obviously, then the characteristic function of Z is 
5k 
e[a®" 
The term E[e :r^ ] is obtained from Theorem 3.1 by changing 
-d^ s 6 to 9^ and then substituting 0^= 2D8 . This when multipliedby e 
proves the theorem. 
D. An Asymptotic Expansion of the Characteristic Function 
of the Z Statistic for the Case N^= Eg 
Due to invariance of the distribution of the Z statistic under any 
linear transformation on x, as already established in Chapter II, we 
suppose that 
wg - s = i , 
w h e r e  =  ( D , 0 , 0 , i s  a  1  x  p  v e c t o r .  W i t h  t h e s e  s u b s t i t u t i o n s  
the conditional characteristic function of Z in Theorem 2.8 reduces to 
g-g8q:(x^ 4-xg) s (^ -xg) + ®  ^ (3.123) 
9 being it. 
Theorem 3-3 Let ji and 0^ be mean and variance of the asyn^totic 
distribution of the Z statistic given in Theorem 2.7. An asymptotic 
expansion of the characteristic function of the random variable under 
the assumption that x comes from the normal population is given by 
95 
where 
= D8 - 28^ , 
ag = 2(-d0+30^ ) + 2(|s - 6^ )2 , 
3 = e*» . s±2 03 + d^ (^ 10)b^ -^8p ,2  ^
1 332 b i^ jj2 2 
bp = [(10-202){2fi2 q^ _  93 + a(6pflo)]f+8p q2_ l£^  q] 
2 ]f  ^ klf .  ^
_ siDfigi  ^6ip^  q3 _ if+(6p+io)D2+8p e2^ (iH-i)De] , 
d2 ® 1)2 
c = Cif-^  + p(| + •~)3^  + M(-0 + |-)^  + p(-1 + •~)5^  
+ + p(| + ^ )H(- 0 + §-)^  + p(- I + ^ )} 
]f  ^ if ,  ^ ]f 
+ {-^ + p(^ + -)}{(- ^  + 8^)2 + i-(ïH-l)(-D0 + 30^)3 
if 
+ {(-8 + + p(- ^ + —)}{(- ^ + 0^)^ + •|(pfl)(-D8 + 30^)} 
+ &[(- + Ef)2 + i(p+l)(-D0 + 38^)f+ |(-D0 + 202)2(-2D0 + 70^) 
+ 2(-D0 + e=)(-9 + + |(-e + £)^+ ^ -e + 
+ %-e + ev mmil e" + gK 
 ^  ^ d rf 
- @3 + jpl ifgz + ^ eîtsp j2 ^  %^ -»2ppt-21 ga. ef+isej be] 
d 4- 2^  ^ c 
Proof In constructing the proof of this theorem we will consider 
most of the arguments as already followed in the proof of Theorem 3»1» 
96 
Using 3*123 and denoting the required characteristic function by j^(0). , 
we have 
0(8)  =  E[e  at^ ]  
[e{( 
0D ^ 0Z 
2" •'id 
where E- - „ is the same as defined previously and 
so that in lieu of the arguments followed.in Section C, 
jz5(e)= , (3.124) 
where 
(3.125) 
Also = Ng in 3*^0 simplifies the operator O i.e.. 
° = 1 + s + s a ) + —(•^  z 
r .,,2 r,s agZ I^jj2 ^ r,s „,2 .. ,2 
rs 
+ é . z 
>2 
- +2 Z -^ + Z + Z 
+ i + ^ z 
= r,s,t,u ^  ,  3 r,s,t 
rs tu 
+ • (3.126) 
97 
•where each subscript runs over the range 1, . . .  ,p .  
1. Calculation of coefficients in 3.124 
We will obtain the coefficients of if, N N ... in the follow­
ing pages. Since W is large it would be sufficient to consider only 
the principal (which is not a function of N), linear (which involves 
only and quadratic (which involves only terms. As seen in 
Section C, we will notice it in this section as well, that each coeffi­
cient is further expressible in the form of the series consisting of the 
principal; linear, quadratic and higher order terms. We will therefore 
consider only those terms that are valid for our analysis. 
2. Coefficient of IT° 
From 3«125 
Since 
0D ^ SDa ^ 
a = - 2  +  ^  —  +  ) (3.127) 
+ ••• ' 
we have 
The coefficient of is thus 
98 
= [1 + èi (D0-202) + —{2(|i - 02)2+ 2(-D0 + 30^)} + .... ] 
• 
= tl + ^  + ^  + ... ] e® (3.128) 
where 
= d0 - 202  ^
ag = 2(-d0 + 38=) + 2(|^  - 02)2 
(3.129) 
(3.130) 
3. Coefficient of l/2N 
From 3.123 is easy to see that 
ba 0a V _ir, 02q? 
2D ? ^i 1).d2 i = . ^^i"^i^ ' 
ôfa 0a rr, 0^0^ rr 
4d= = 
so that 
8a .] ,. egs ÎD Ir ' (3.131) 
ô^A -I 0a , 0^0^ 
Thiis 
are' l = + —l e ° . 2[^  6,, + ( ev 
(3.132) 
0a , o 
Kr° 16d2 






ô^ A 9a 9^ 0? rr 
• 
fA_i _ 8g GfgP (3.135) j* - on ^  _ ' 
,2 O 2D 
and so 
A 
? f#]. ' + g-V°' ?(r + V (i - ° 
°^ 2r r^ 
- [(|2 + + p(i 4. . (3-136) -)]/-
hii^  
The operator on A gives 
ÔA 9a, \'/v-1n r,, ,, \ ^  GfçÊ r,, ,, nVv"! (p^ +ijg) (^  )rs^ "^^  ^ qt,2 (e ' 
a^ r^s  ^  ^" 8d^  
 ^^ )^rs,rs^ l^"^  ^  ^ (= ^ )r8,r8)(^ l-^ 2) 
rs 
On using Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 we have from above 
s^ ]„ = 
rs 





* + S-v° 
rs rs 
= {lh-l)(^ +^ )]e''° . (3.139) 
Adding 3.133, 3.13^ and 3.139 the coefficient of gjj- is 
•which on simplifying comes to 
[1^ (1)2+2) + (1)2+2) + {DV(6pfl0)D2+8p} + ^ (p+1)] 
16d^  16d^  
= [(1-^)^6"- (1 -1) 2^ @3, (, . |) d\(6^ 0)d^ +8p ^  
- - i) de] . 
Thus the coefficient of ^ in 3.124 is 
loi 
[Djtâ e'». 2îi2 e3+ D^ +(6p*io)if+8p 02. £il Be - i a**. 3 Éiê. @3 
D 2 H D D 
I)V(6pt-10)B^+8p .2 (pfl) •», 08-282 .,..)//® 
21)2 2 oJJki 2m ' 
= [çf+i @4 _ lf+2 g3 + d^ +(6p+10)d2+8p g2 _ p±1 j3q 
d2 d 4d^  2 
_ lf28=_d8 /d^  g4_ df+2 3 + d\ f6ph0)d=+8p 2 _ £ti d91 
2 l ^2 D 8 ^^2 2 
+ 3 e!±2 83 + dï(6p+10)d2+8p q2. p±1 d9} + ...]ee7^  
® 2lf 2 
= (B^ + 2§ * '"' ) ' (3.1^0) 
where 
B = f±2 _ SM 03+ D^ +(6p+10)D=+8p gs _ 2+1 DQ  ^ (3.141) 
1 j32 d 1^ 3)2 2 
Bp = (D8-28^ )(^  ^8^  - 83+ D +(6p+lo)D^ +8p g2_ D0) 
. âsiil gt + mftâl @3_ dv (sptlo)a% ja ^  . (3.h2) 
® d® 
4. Coefficient of l/hN^ 
In calculating the coefficient of ^2 in 3'124 we will retain only 
the principal terms. 
It is found that 

































































































































































It is found that 
- (|2 + , (3.146) 
° " klf fs ' 
] =  ^ ] = o . (3.lk7) 
2^s ^^ 2r^ 2s 
By the similar argument as followed in obtaining 3» 1^ 5.- we have 
i .?s = 4ys«l-" + 
kif 





)r §(r + 6^ >3 "T+d"' 
6f^ x2i-^ o 
l+d^  
:]e 
= [&{(- 8 + P(- I + ••• |(" 8 + §-) 
+ pc- I + . (3.1w) ® d= 
From 3-137 obviously 
= [2(- + e^ f + (p+i)(- Ee + 3e®)>®^ ''® . (3-i't9) 
ICA-
Again it follows that 
and 
ô^ a hh 
ap^ rawss bwirawg, aw^ rs^ ss 
So that from 3.131, 3.132, 3.13^ , 3.135, 3.150 and 3.I5I. 
= o . (3.151) 
2 ,2 
. 1, 5a 3a 5^ a \2 
+ 2(_m_ 8^ a  ^ a^ a , ^  /a ]/o 
ev . 




= + p(| + 9 + p(- § + 
^ IT ir 
+ (^ (- e + f ) + 2 ehe^/^ . 
d3 ^ 
The use of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 and the results 
Ô A 00! v/- ,, • G^ oP v./_it, 
auit&T: 
a\ tt\ e^ of, ttt 




® ^  ]. = - («it/ 'its"" ®'ltrs' ' 
a^ a -1 /0q: 0f^ \e 
•^ 0 = (2d - ^ ^^ trs ; 




+ i* -èà m £é + 2( si—)2 
"^•rs a^ lta^ rs rs 
+ g(_M_ a\  ^_M_ A - ^  __A__] /o 
 ^^  \sv) 
+ " «ls«tr)"+ 2 ^  ^lt( w 
+ - ^ (t + ## - ^ )«lrs^ rs 
16d2 2d ^^ 2 4 2 
+ (v^ mrn ^ 3^ )] * ^  im * ^ C?) 
8d^  
(5p^ t)  ^^ m, 3^ ):/<= 
Qlf if 
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= [{^  + P(| + 4)H(- ^  + 02)2+ (ïH-l)(. f- + ^ )} 
if " d ps 
+ — (- D0 + 202) + 2(5P+7) i- - 02 
if if 
+ 2!±2 (d8 + 382)]e8=/= . (3.157) 
The use of Lemmas 3.1 and 3-5 and the results, 
0a it\ ,, 0^0!^ it^ 
rs - 2d 'rs^ i^" ijjja f ' 
a 
a\ |2 + £± („.«) 2D 'rs,rs = 'rs,rs 
give 
ô^ a ]. = 
- (r + \s\r' ' (3.158) 
2^tKs ° 
\ = <r •" ®\trs' ' (3.159) 
]. = rOa qf^ xc 


























































































































































which on using 3«11^ comes to 
[[# + 4. p(|. + 
+ (ih-1)(^  + 2^ )} + 2b(|2 + ^ )(|2 4. + (spf?) ^  ^ 
ev _ o^t ^ x 30f^ , 
4]f 
+ (3p+4) 2^ 2: + (3p+4) bgoc + (p2+p)(|2 + 
[((- 8 +1!)2 + p(- f + £)}{(- f + (pti)c- f- + ^ )} 
+ 2i)(- e + f )(- e + + 2(5t^ 7) ^  - M3ih^ ) 
(3lh-lt)e= + {p=+p)(- I + . (3.162) 
-rsku 
.4 A 
In calculation of ? Z. —— ] it is already seen that 
=r,8,t,u ao2 a S o 
5^ e^  _ rr/ 9A \2, 5^ A -i r, dA vg, B^ A -i r 5A 5A 5^ U 
ao!  ^ bo!/ r^s^ tu 
rs tu rs tu 
+ 2(. + 4.t3a_-A + A ]ea . 
°r8 tu . ' tu a b 
As we have to consider now the variation of elements CT. . ' s  we put  ij 
= 0, Pg = in 3*125 and obtain 
. 8d ^  803 ,11 ^  8^ 0? 11 




h^A GDa, 11\ ^ 6^0? 
3of. 
= ^(°^)rs,r8'^ V" (g^)rs;r8 , 
rs 
_à_â_ .  ^'^ "•'rs.tu ' 
ô^ a gdoi ,_11n , 8^ (f /,11, 
a s;:*?** 
= -5- )rs,rs,tu+ "F~ (: )rs,rs,tu ' 
ô\ _ _0dg ef^  / 11n 
4 ^ ''rs,rs,tu,tu 8 'rs,rs,tu,tu 
Using Corollaries 3«1 and 3*2 we have 
rs 
ô^ a 1 / bdq: 36^ 0^  > 
3- ' v ' o 
ôcr^  L  ^ &^ )(^ lrt^ 8i^  ^ iru^ t"" ^ ist^ r/ \su^ rt^  
rs tu 
)^îvstu^  ^is^ rtu-^  «l=tu) 
 ^^ irstu^  ' 
Ill 
+ 32 63%) + 613(6^ %+ 5,^ ) 
a°rs3°tu 
+ 5it(gru+ *s%7 + *lu(grt+ ^ 3%) + 2(6irt+ *lru+ glst+ gis*) 
+ 2(6ir6stu+ 6is6rt%+ 5it*rsu+ ^ lusrst) 
"*• (^^ irt^ su^  ^ ru^ st"^  ^ ist^ ru^  \su^ rt^  
"'" ^^ i^rst^  \rsu^  ^ irtu"^  ^ istu^  i^rstu^  
So that we have • 
i 2 1_ë ] 
= i r,sft,uC«T + (T + W^ «lr.» 
+ \st=ru+ \su'rt^  * «iru'st 
 ^\st^ u- 'lsu\t)= + + ^ )(> 
112 
+ *l85rtu+ 2(8irtu+ *l8tu) + ^ "^ irstu) 
+ 6 j + «ru) 
+ 'it'®™'" ®su) + s^t) + 2(6irt+ 6^ + 6^ ^^ + 6^ ^^ ) 
* ®ls^ rtu^  \t®rsu^  'lu'rst' * ^ ''irt^ su^  \ru'su 
•*• «iru^ st* 'ist^ ru' ^ su'rt' '*' ^ h^rst* \istx i^rtu* \stu' 
 ^ ®lr=tuî>^ ° ' 
which by 3.100 simplifies to 
[èt(^  + ^ f *  (p+i)(t + ^ )r* i(^* + ^ ) 
+ i(p.3)(^  + + (i»-2)(^  + ^ ){^  + ev) 
+ i(2p=+5l>t5)(^ +^ )>^ ° • (3-166) 
Also we can similarly show that 
' (T + «1rs + «irst " <3.167) 
. rs st 
aa I \<T. \ = - (^ 15 + 8^+ ^ t"" (^ ir^ st"" ^ l8^ t/ ^ it^ rs) 
rs st tr 
2{5ira+ w w ^ ^  «irst^  ' 
113 
so that 
s a e* 1 , £ r aa 3a aa  ^, aa a^ a 
r,s,t ° " f'S't ao^t a-^tr ^tr 
•  - -  3^ 4 ] e*° 
a°r83fsta°^ r ° 
= .,i,tt- (t ^ ^ AAA.- 3(^  ^ # 
(6to ^  \rs^ t* \st®rs'' 'is'rt' 
- (^ + \s+ «it* (vst* \s\r 
+ «lt\s> + 2( w «l:t+ »ltr) + ^  ' 
On using 3-104 we have 
h ^ r 1 /GDo 8^(f\3 i/.,^w9Da 8^(f\/8Dci: , 38^Qp\ 
3 r,it ao- 80- ,80-, = c" ^  (— + —) " 2(p+3)(— + —)(— + -r") 
' ' rs st tr 
- ifrf+ap+kjc^ gg + 8fof)]e*° . (3.169) 
The sum of of 3.I6& and 3.169 is 
[a{(^  + + (ph)(^  + + if (-^  + ^ )^ (78%48dq!) 
ev + ^  ew + ^  e^ d^ op + 6p^ +i3p+9 e^ op 
+ SDaje ° , 
and retaining the principal terms we have 
Il4 
[&{(- + 0^)^+ (p+l)(- D8 + 202)2(. 2D0 + 782) 
+ 0^  _ (5pf9) d8^ + ]f 8^  ^ %^ +13p+9 02 
_ d8]E®72 , (3.170) 
Adding 3.1^ 5, 3.l48, 3.1^ 9, 3.152, 3.157, 3.162, 3.170 and simplify­
ing we obtain the coefficient of in 3.126 
= ce®^ /^  ; (3.171) 
where 
C = Cèt^  + P(| + §)3^ h- 4f(- 0 + P(-1 + ^ )î 
]f if "  ^ if 
+ 4 + p(5 + ^ )H(- e + |î)2+ p(-1 + A] 
332 d J)2 d d 2^ 
+ {— + p(& + -)}{(- ^  + 9^)2 + -g'(p+l)(- D8 + 38^)} 
+ {(- 8 + ^)2 + p(- ^ + •^)}[(- ^ + 02)^+ |-(pfl)(- D8 + 302)} 
+ &[(- ^ + 02)2 + i(iH-l)(- D8 + 382)f+ 1(_ d9 + 282)(- 2D8 + 702) 
+ 2(- D8 + 02)(- 0 + ^)2+ I (- 8 + 1^)^+ ^(- 8 + ^) 
+ ^ (- 0 + ^ ) + 8^  + ^ 2et63 qh_ 203 
d d if 
i2 12 
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- 03+ y 6p2+25p+21 @2. . (3.172) 
The unconditional characteristic function of the statistic under 
consideration is thus 
'l * fg- ^  1.82/2 
0(t) + 2k tt + 
+ &(^ i + 
+ -ï-(c + )fl^  
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.4 An asymptotic expansion of the characteristic func­
tion of the Z statistic under the assumption that x comes from the 
normal population , is given by 
a-+b ap+bp+c -rfe + 2d^ 0^  
where 
a^  = 2d^ 6 - 8d^ 0^  , 
ag = 4(- if8 + ôd^ e^ ) + 2(d^ g - , 
0^ 2/^ 2,0^ 03 ^  
= [i6d^ (d^ +2)9 - 80^ (0^ +2)0^  + {d + (6p4-10)d^ + 8p}0^ - (p+ljd^ g] , 
'2 - 2(D^0 - 4]f 8^)[l6lf(D^+2^8 - 8lf (]f+2)8^ + [d + (6pflo)]f+ 8p}6^-(jH-l) 
il6 
D 9^] - 128d^ (D^+2)0\ l4-8d^ (d^ +2)e^ - Ij-{d^ +(6p)-10)D®+ 8p3B^+ 2(p+l)lf8 , 
C = [|{i6d20^+ 2p(0 + 2e^)F+ |{(- 2D0+4d8^)^+ 2p(- 0 + 20^)}^ 
+ {i6d20^+ 2p(e + 202)}{(- 2D0 + 4082)2+ 2p(- 0 + 202)} 
+ {i6d20^+ 2p(0 + 2e2)}[(-r^0 + 41)202)2+ (pfl)(- ifB + 6d202)} 
+ {(- 2 D 0  +  4 D 0 2 ) 2 +  2 p ( -  0  +  2 0 2 )  3 [ -  d 2 0  +  4 1 ) 2 0 2 ) 2 +  ( p f l ) ( -  D 2 0 + 5 P 2 Q 2 ) J  
+ D20 + 41)202)2+ (pfl)(-D20 + 61)282) }2+ |(-2D20 + 8d202)2 
(-D2&f7D202) + 4(-D20+2D202)(_2D0+8D02)2+ I (-2D0+4D02)^ 
- 64D205(I . 60) _ 64 D^0^(l - 40) + 64 p0^+ 64(5pf7)D20^ 
+ 4(29p4-63)D^0^- 8(5IH-11)D^0^- 32(3pi-4)D20^+ (3P+T)D^02 
+ 4(6p2+ 8p)02+ 2(6p2+25pf2l)D202_ (p2+4p+3)I>20] . 
Proof The above result is obtained by considering 
a) E[e®^ 
fi (^) 
*,] = e-D=GE[e 2» ^ 
b) Theorem 3-3, and 
c) The arguments followed in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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IV. AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION 
FIMCTION OF THE Z STATISTIC 
A. Introduction 
An asymptotic expansion of the distribution of the Z statistic vill 
be obtained in this chapter for the cases Ng and N^ = Ng from 
the characteristic functions determined previously. 
; ' 
Notations ; 
[i and (J are mean and variance of the asymptotic distribution of Y. 
Fy(y) is the distribution function of the random variable Y • 
FgfylxGa^) is the distribution function of the random variable Z 
under the assumption that x comes from the normal population . 
F„ (y|xG%.) is the distribution function of the random variable 
cr 
under the assuo^tion that x comes from the normal population . 
The parameters |a and cr are mean and variance of the asymptotic distri­
bution of Z given that x e . 
F* (y|xG%_) is an expression obtained by interchanging and Ng 
cr 
§(y) is the distribution function of N(0;l) . 
®.{f(y,(i,o-)} is the value of § at f(y,p,a) where ji and are 
mean and variance of the asymptotic distribution of Z given that x e jr^. 
Il8 
B. Lemmas 
Lemma 4.1 Let the characteristic function of the random variable 
be yi 
 ^ 00 
0(6) = .|^ f^ (0)e.2 , 
CO 
where f.(0)'3 are polynomials in 0 and X f.(o) = 1. Then the distri-J ^ J—o <3 
bution function of is 
where d = ^ . 
Proof Expanding f.(0) in powers of -0 we have 
" J 
- f 




where c^ = 1 and the c/s are independent of 0 . Cramer (8) shows 
that the distribution function of -gp obtained from 
IS given as 
s£o jf ' 
- ji jf • 
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This on expressing back in terms of functions f^s 
Lemma 4.2 
0" 
Proof Interchanging x^ and Xg , and and simultaneously 
in Z we obtain -Z . Thus 
cr 
Prob < y xgkg } 
1 - prob{-^  < - yjxcag} 
1 - prob{-^  ^< - yjxstc^ ] 
= 1 - xgzi^ ) 
C. An Asymptotic Expansion of the Distribution Function 
of the Z Statistic For the Case / Kg 
Theorem i-i-.l 
fz_p(y|%gai) = [1 + aï<gi+ i jl) + a2<g2+ & b^ ) + ^  
cr 
1 
+ "^ ^^ 11+ ^ (aigi+ag) + i + ^ {c-22+ + % dg] 1 
+ ^  e,+ &r[(c,g,+cj + ieg] + ^  ((%+c^ ) + iej) 
n 1 1 1 2' 
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+ ^  i(W^3) + + ...]$(y) 
where 
^ = ^ -1^(1-5) ' 
= d=(l + §)=+m (1 + |) , 
bj = - 2d^ (l + 5)^ - ^  (1 + 5)^  , 
C^ = (— + d^)^+ |-(p+l)(Dd+3d^) , 
®3 ° a + Itd^t - 3(p+l) d^- 3(ptl)d®-
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where d = — . dy 
Proof Consider the random variable _ and its characteristic 
function given in Theorem 3.1. The application of Lemma ^.1 proves the 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 
= [1 + |-(gi+ & ai) + #- (^ 2+ 
1 c 
+ ^^^11+ ^(4.^1+^) + 3 di) + ^ {622+ + I dg] 
1^  ^
+ ^  v w=2' + i sg' + zâg « ws) + * g3) 
+ i(w'^ 3) + kba+bj) + i dg) 
+ — ) 
•where the coefficients Ag, ... Ggg are the same 
as defined in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof 
 ^prob[^  < y|xert^ } 
cr 
= ProbCz < |a + oyjxert^} 
= fgxp. + ay|xe3t^ ) . 
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So that by Theorem 4,1 
+ ay - - ' r. . 1 xejr^) = [l + — (G^+ |a^) + —(Ggf + ]$(y) 
The use of transformation y —then proves the theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 
= 1 - [1 + v, i\'> + v 4's.) + : =1 
0" 
+ ^^^22+ Bg) + g Dg] + ^{G^+ + ^ 2} 
n£ ng 
+ ^  ^l"- ^  3^) 3^^  
+ ^2) + 2 82) + %^(^12+ ^4^2+^) 
+ §(B^G^+ Bg) + Dg] + ....]3(-y) ; 
where coefficients A^, A^, Ay ... ,G^, are the same as defined 
in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof Follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 .  
Theorem 4.4 
1 - f + 5 B].) + ^(Ol+ i i c 
+ ^ [«22+ «w =3'4 % î + ^ {811+ 4(w + b 
1^ 2^ 
^ ^ V ^  « W =3' + t e;] + ^ {^(c;^ gj.+ cg) + i eg) 
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b^ ) + ^ d^ } + ]ë2(^ ) ; 
where the coefficients A^, ky ... Ggg are the same as 
defined in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof Follows from Theorem 4.3 and the lines of proof of Theorem 
4.2 .  
D. An.Asymptotic Expansion of the Distribution Function 
of  the  Z Stat i s t ic  For  the  Case  =  ^2=^ 
Theorem 4.5 
a_|+b^  ap+bp+c 
= (3- + --ââr + -
0" 
where 
A^ = -Dd - 2d^ , 
2\ , o/dd , -2x2 Ag = 2(Dd + 3df) + 2(g% + df). ; 
D^+2 4 ]f+2 3, D^+D^C6pflO)+8p 2, D(P+1) B, = d + —— d + — —d + p d , 
1 1,2 d 2 
Bp = [-(Dd + 2d2)(2!±^ 3,^-+ 2!±2 d3+ D^+D2(6p+10)+8p *2 
 ^ if  ^ 4d2 
+ d) - a*». 6JpÊl a3. bw(6ptiohfo , 
2 32 d q2' 
c  = +  p( - |  +  i ( (& + 
if ]f ir 
4- {•^ + p(- I ••• ~)]{(d + |-)^ + p(| + ^)} 
if  ^ If  ^ jr 
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ij. 2 
+ {— + p(- ^  + d^)^+ •|(iH-l)(Dd + 3d^)} 
of 
+ [(d + p)^  + p(| + ^ )}{(|^  + d2)2+ i(pfl)(Dd + 3d=)] 
4- i{(|^  + d2)2+ i(p+l)(Dd + 3d2)F+.|(Dd + 2d2)2(2Dd + Td^ ) 
+ 2(Da + a2)(a + | (d + £)3+ âsL (a + M) 
+ 23^  (a + âdgj + ak+ 4i2b±il + êge+éï ,4+ 3^ 
 ^  ^ d 
+ &l2e±kl d3+ :b±i ifa2+ éëz+êe *2+ sig+ipetgi ^ 2+ e!±ke±j aa] . . 
IJ h- g2  ^ ' 
Proof The use of Lemma 4.1 and the asymptotic expansion of the 
characteristic function of the random variable given in Theorem 3.3  
proves the theorem. 
Theorem 4.6  
ai+b^  ap+bp+c 
F (ylxsj t  )  =  (1  + —+ + . . . )§ .  ,  where  the  coef f ic ients  
zi ± cjn -1- o 
Ag, Bg, and C are the same as defined in Theorem 4.3. 
Proof Follows on the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.7 
A^+B^ Ap+Bg+C 
F (y|xe%_) = 1 - [l + -5=— + + ]$(-y) ; where the coeffi-
âiià. I %2 
0" 
cients A^, A^, B^, Bg and C are the same as defined in Theorem 4.$. 
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Proof Follows from Theorem h.^  and Lemma k,2. 
Theorem 4.8 
ap+bp+c 
F^Cyjxerrt^) = 1 - [l + — + ——— + ....jigC—~) f where the coef­
f ic ients  k^}  Ag,  Bg and C are  the  same as  def ined in  Theorem 4 .$ .  
Proof Follows from Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.?. 
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V. PROBABILITIES OF misclassification WHEN Z 
IS USED AS A CLASSIFICATION criterion 
A. Introduction 
The probability of misclassifying the observation x into the 
population when it comes in fact from the population and vice 
versa will be worked out here in the form of an asymptotic expansion in 
terms of sample sizes N^ , Ng and n and Mahalanobis' distance D when 
Z is used as a classification criterion. 
B. Lemma 
Lemma $.1 
Prob{z > 0)xGjtg] = F|_^(y jx£TC^)]^ ^ D , 
Proof 
Prob{z < ojxejr^} = Prob{—^ < - % 
0" (J 
= p^ (y|xt:«i)]^  _ i , 
0* 
so 
Prob{z > ojxSTCg] = 1 - Prob{z < ojxejCg] 
= 1 - Prob < -"^jxe^Cg} 




= 1 . [1 - . _ I 
0" 
= f|^ (y|x€,c^ )]^  ^  i . 
C. Probabilities of Msclassification When Eg) 
Is Used As A Classification Criterion 
Theorem $.1 Let Z be the classification statistic used in dis­
criminating an observations x . Then the probability of misclassifying 
the observation into the population jTg when it comes in fact from the 
population , is given by 
where 
d^  d^  pd2 
"l = 25= + 2D + 1252 ' 
d^ ^ d^ D^-p .2 Dd 














d!±22±4 *6 d5 _ 4o=-p=-2p df _ 1 a3_ _e a2_ 2 a  ^
4d kD^  8d 2IF 
—f— û 5— a nr 
811 #0 
+ P, -p-4 ^3 D2(D2+4)-4p 2 + Dd 
Sïf 8d2 2 ' 
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y, . |! + dj + ssfgmt / + a5 
d^ +d^ (28t>fl08) + 36p^ +30^ th-^ 76 
32 
D^(3t>4-11) + D(l8p^+156|}f234^ 3 
D^ (t^ 8p+11) + (24p2+52p+36)D ^ 2 
A^-Oru.-] 
• Dd , + ^  2 
d® âz ®12 ii
 + 
2D^ 
d® , d? 
"13 D 
2d'^  4d 
8if ™ 8d® 
+ eît^ etii ^3 ^  3eî^  js , 
2D' 
„ + |i + d=+iop+38 ^ 6 _ tip-isp-ta ^ 5 
8d< ^23 " ^  " D " G^s " 8D 
d^ (5d^ +3p^ 8) - 6p^ _46p-56 
&D^  
D2(D2+8p+241^- 2P^-26P-32 ^3 
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D^[B^(pt1) + 2V^-kv-6] + 6p^4-6p  ^
klf-
and $(y) is the cumulative normal distribution function of N(0,1). 
Proof The probability of misclassifying the observation into 
when it comes in fact from is 
1 - Prob{z < 0 
"i) = 1 - W "i'V = I (5. 
From Theorem 4.1 it is easy to see that 
2âî _ pd 
• d ' 
2 ^ ,  
if 
2àP 
d ^ '  
_ 2^ 
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+ d2(3p+ic0+8p2+56p+6k ^3^ d^(p^+7th-8)+6p^+6p ^2+ ^ 
55 2]f d 
gl = §5 + 25 ' 
gg = - go - ' 
g = _ â! _ d2 _ lf±2%±4 a4_ 2+2 3_ ed!+2!±22 2 
12 4lf 2d 2d 4,2 
G -i. + a!+ 3D^ +pH2 ^  + D^ +P+3 ^ 3+ D^ +2D2(p+6)+p2+2p 2 g 
Then 
The rest of the coefficients can be obtained in a similar way from 
Theorem 4.1. The use of ^.1 and these coefficients proves this theorem. 
Applying Lemma $.1 to the above theorem we conclude following result. 
Theorem $.2 Let Z be the classification statistic used in dis­
criminating on observation x . Then the probability of misclassifying 
the observation into the population when it comes in fact from the 
population itg , is given by 
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where a^,a.^,a.ya.^, ... are the same as defined in Theorem 5.1. 
Remark $.1 Prom Theorems $.1 and $.2 it follows that if Z is 
a classification criterion, then the interchange of and Ng in-
probability of misclassification of one kind gives probability of mis-
classification of the other kind. 
D. Probabilities of Misclassification VJhen Z(N^= Up) 
Is Used As A Classification Criterion 
Theorem 5.3 Let Z be the classification statistic used in 
.discriminating an observation x . Then the probability of misclassify-
ing the observation into the population jfg when it comes in fact from 
the population , is given by 
where 
, .til A ,2 + 2:1 oa 
^ d2 d 2 
a = ^8 ^  (D2+2)2 ^7+ 9D^+D^(l8p+92)+D^(6opfl8o)+(k8^96) ^ 6 
^ 2? 12d^ ' 
D^ +D^  ( 8p4-26 )+D^  ( 24p+72 )+ ( i6th-32 ) 5 
^ d^+]^28pi-68hd^(36p^+30^t>4-'^0wd^f96p^+672th-'^76h6t^-p^+128p 
n 13v+'j'l+:d^(i8v^+io8t>n62)+2hv^+26kpnhu 3 
2ïd ^ 
13^ 
+ (p^-i^p+t)+d^(2ij-p^+52pf^2)+48p^ ^ 2 + p2+2p+5 ^  
ao^ ^ 
and §(y) is the cumulative distribution function of N(0,l). 
Proof It is easy to see from Theorem 4.3 that 
= - Dd - 2d^ , 
Ag = 2d\ 2Dd^ + + 2Dd , 
b, . ç!±2 + 2!±2 d3 + :^+d:(6p»io)+8p a: + 2+1 aa , 
1 := d 1,332 2 
g  ^_ 2if+k ^ 6_ 3rf+6 ^ 5_ 3D^ +D2(6p+30)+8p+32 D^ +D^ (l(y38)+8p+U8 ^ 3 
• _ d^(p+3)+lf(l2p+20)+l6p ^ 2 _  ^
2d^ 
C = (lf+2)2 ^ 8^  (lf+2)2 9D^ +2D^ (9p+58)+12lf (5pH9)+ (48p+96) / 
2d^ i2ir 
+ D^ 2^D^ (4p+l?)+4D2(6p+24)+4(4f+8) ^ 5^  1 [DW(7Ï^ 2^9) 
kir 32D 
+ D^(36p^+4oop+956) + l6D^(6p%50p+68) + l6(4p^+8p)3 d^ 
+ ^{D^(3ih-ii) + ]f(l8p^+l68p+342) + 24(PM3EH-I8)} d^ 
+ -^{D^(p^+8p4-l5) + 4d^(6p^+25p+21) + 48p^ + 64p} d^+ p ^ 
8d2 
and Agi- 3^+ C on simplification are reduced to a^ and 
a^ respectively. The use of $.1 then proves the theorem. 
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As Theorem 5-2 follows from Theorem ^.1, so does the following 
theorem from the above theorem. 
Theorem 5.4 Let Z be the classification statistic used in dis­
criminating an observation x . Then the probability of misclassifying 
the observation into the population when it comes in fact from the 
population itg , is the same as given in Theorem 5«3-
Remark The substitution 1^2= N in Theorem 5*1 gives the 
same principal and linear terms as appearing in Theorem The quad­
ratic terms have not been checked. 
Remark 5» 3 When 1^2= N we have 
ProbCz > o|rt^] = Prob[- ^  W > 0 |3r^] 
= Prob[W < o|^] , 
i.e., the probabilities of misclassification arising due to the use of Z 
and ¥ criteria are the same. To assertain this fact we consider the 
expression for Prob [z > ojît^] given in Theorem 5» 3- This on simplifica­
tion proves to be idential with the expression determined by Okamoto (24) 
for Prob[W < ojjt^] . 
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VI. Z* STATISTIC 
A. Introduction 
Sometimes there occur situations in taxanomical problems when in 
addition to the knowledge of the discriminators information is available 
on other variables correlated with them whose mean is known to be the. 
matrix of the discriminators on the covariates computed from the samples. 
Cochran (6) and Cochran and Bliss (7) use the additional information in 
suggest a similar procedure for the resulting discriminant function in 
classifying the observation x into its proper group. As Z is linear 
in ¥ in the case of Ng the new criterion Z* will then of course 
have the same rule of classification. We will derive in this chapter the 
probabilities of misclassification arising due to the use of the criterion 
Z* when Ng . We will assume that 
same in both populations and Jtg . Suppose $ is the regression 
replacing x by X = x - $y in the discriminant function W . They 
for i = 1,2 
and v^ = \)^ = V . 
Further we will write that 
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^ ' ^^21 ' i' • 
- ^ 12^21'^= «- = '^î*«?,3=l • 
A]^ is the value of the matrix A at I, 2^^= 0; ^ ' 
Lemma 6.1 
( f ' w o ' o  •  
t") )„„ yo^n - [&i<] ; r = l, ...,p;8 = p+1; ••• , p+q. 
-X- Xo^ XoU xj 
or if r = p+1, •... , p+q; s=l, ... ,p 
= 0 otherwise, 
where a^^ = •§• if i=j=Min(r,s) 
= o otherwise. 
Proof Let all elements except for some fixed "be zero. 
— rs 
Then 
Z — if r — 1, ... , P j s=p-i-l, «. • ; p+q , 
or s = 1, ... , p ; r=p+l, ... , p+q , 
= I otherwise. 
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where b. . = — if i=j=Min(r^s) 
1-0^ 
rs 
= 0 if i^j 
= 1 otherwiseJ 
so that 
= ° ' 
\^3^ ts,xs\ i i=J=Mm(r,s) 
= o otherwise. 
This completes the proof of both parts a and b of the lemma 
Corrollary 6.1 
t) ( )rs,rs^ o ° if s = 1; r = p+1, .. • ,IH-q 
or r = 1; s =p+l, ... ,p+q 
= o otherwise. 
Lemma 6.2 
0 ' 0 
<5* 5rs,rs^ o " if r - 1, ... , p ; s - pH, . 
or if r = pt-l, ... ^p+q ; s = 1, 
= 0 othermse, 
where = 1 if i=j=Min(r,s) 
= o otherwise. 
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Proof Let all elements cr. .s except for some fixed a be zero. 
rs 
Then 
ij. r = l_, 2 = Ij « « ^P^Q. 
or s = 1; ... ; r = p+1, ... ,p+q 
= I otherwise^ 
where 
b. . = if i=j=Min(r,s) (Kb'" 
= 1 otherwise 
so that 
'"id'rs^ rs^ o =  ^ i=3-«in(r,s) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Corrollary 6 . 2  
= o otherwise. 
C. Probabilities of Misclassification 
Theorem 6.1 Let Z* be the classification statistic used in 
discriminating an observation x . Then the probability of mi s classifying 
the observation into the population when it comes in fact from the 
l4o 
population or vice versa is given by 
cl - (1 -i- 2! • )^(y)]y = i ; 
where 
. = çf+2 ^ 4+ rf+2 ^ 3+ d4+(6p+4s+2)lf+8p ^2 
1 if d 402 
4 - ^ d d ,  
and D ^ the Mahalanobis distance between and , is defined by 
wg) (^11" ^ 12^22^21^ (w^- wg) . 
Proof Consider the nonsingular linear transformation 
(5 —Î- A (^') + B where \yy \yy 
'^11 ^12 \ _ f\ 
A = ^ j , B = ^ I . Then x + A^gy + B^ , 
y aggy ' 
and 
^11 ^12\ a's.l^ll'^'^12^21^-hl'^^\l^l2'^"^12®22^"^i2 ^\l®l2'^\2®22^'^^ 
.s21 sgg/ \ ^22^21^11*^22^22^12 2^2^ 22^ 22 
x •^a^lx+(ai2-p*a22)y + b^- p^bg , 
where 
A A _2_ 
9 p = a^p + a^gagg , 
, _n -1 _ 
z = a[x - ^)] (s2i-&2gsggsg^)(x^- xg) 
Ikl 
- tcx^+x^)} - a^pfy - ^ 
[a^(x^- iig) - a^]^p(y^t yg)] , 
which, on simplification comes to Z* , showing that the statistic Z* is 
invariant under any nonsingular linear transformation. 
2. When K —>• « , it is seen that in probability 
^11 ' 
^12 ^2 ' 
®22 ^22 ' 
—>• pv , 
and 
xg —*• mg" • 
Consequently, 
Z* in distribution [x-Kn^+ia^) - PCy-"^)]'(^2.'^2^22^21^ ' 
~ ' (^"^12^22^21^ ^ ^^"^2^ ' ^^^"^*2^ 
(^"^12^22^21) X e ;ir^ ; 
~n[-|(m^-h2) (^"^12^2^21) ^'^l"^2^ ' (m^-mg) 
if X G 3(2 . 
Thus the asyrnptotic distribution of Z* is 
lk2 
N( -  IF  ,KLF)  if X e jr^ and E(D^,4D^). if x e jr^ . 
3 .  E [ z * I X g , ^ 1 2 ' ^ 2 2  '  =  a C l i ^ - ^ V - K x ^ + X g )  + ' l ^ ( y j _ + y 2 ) ]  
var[z*j^;xg,y^,yg,8^^,8^g;8gg ; it^] 
= opcx^-xg-^cy^-yg)] (sqjl"s]_2^22^21^ ^ 
^^ii~^i2®22®2i^ p(yi"y2^^ • 
For fixed x^^x^^y^^yg^S^^S^^S^^j ,jfc]tie distribution of Z* 
is therefore normal with above mean and variance. The conditional charac-
teristic function of the variable — is thus 
_ _ _  .  _  a ( x ^ , x 2 , y ^ , y 2 , s ^ ^ , s ^ , s 2 2 )  
-] fS^gfSgg) - 6 ) 
where ACx^^x^^y^^yg,3^,3^,822) 
= 1^ + i5 cp^-pv - ^ (x^+j^) + i$(y^+^)] 
^^ll"^12^22^21^ ^I'^IS^ '+1^22^' ^^^ll'^12^22^21^ 
[^ .^ .^ (y^ .yg)] . 
4. Due to the invariance property of the distribution of Z* under any 
nonsingular linear transformation we suppose that 
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hi - 0, pg - uq, %ii = i 
V = 0^  = 0, ^ 22 ~ ^  ' 
On using these substitutions the conditional characteristic function of 
z*+d^ 
-gg— cornes to e 
where 
xg , ygS^ i^  822^  S21) 
= + - I5 [5ei+xg-#(pi+yg)] (sii-sigsggsgi) ^ [xi-sg-^cy^-yg)]. . 
+ [x^-xg-êcyi-yg)] (s]j_"^i2^22®2i^ c^-xg-ê(yi-y2) ] • 
z^+d^ 
5. The characteristic function of — given x e is 
a(x-,xp,y^yp^s.-,s-p^spp) 
where E- - - - . „ is the expectation with respect to the joint 
x^, xg, y^, yg, ^12 
distribution of x^;Xg,y^,yg, S^Sig and Sgg , and 
E - 3 P+q. _ 3 P _ â P+q _ g 
A* = + i=p4-Ai 3^  •'• iEl(%2i" ^ oi) ôi^  i=^ 1^ 2i 0^  
P 3 P+q 3 i=P,j=PN 
+i,j=l. (SijTGij) 0^ 77+ iyjgp+i(8ij-Gij) ô^ + i=l,§=pn S.j ^  
ij 
P+q , p 
p+q 
iiAi âw^  i=p+Ai 3^  1=^ 1^ 21 ^  + -! (^o-î ) 2u, n 
pt'l - b 
%<1 , C > 5 









, N I 
Ip+q 
n , n"^i 
n , n"^i 
and nS ~W(n,l) . Also 
2^ jr  





ô  i s !  
e - 2i , a|jg.. ^ ^2n aij#, 
y-,. 1 b" 
E- (e ^^li) = Ml for j=l,2 , 
aiid 
rn-q 
|[a i,j=l ij ij 9cr >-[-. ij ij 3cr ij ] 
Therefore 
O = e 
_ , iî1 _5l+ -il 
2n'rsl smfj. r=jtl ' apr-l su|^ r=ph a\|^ } 
+ - Z -^ — + — Z 
rs 
or 
=  l  +  i ^ ( z - ^ + e - 2 — f z  3 . ^  ,  1  
2 k r  r  r  r  
Ir 
) + - e 
rs 
(G.l) 
where subscripts run over the ranges of the parameters involved. 
We now consider 
•^(l-'-i ; mp^ 1 2 •'^22 ^ 
0(G) = G e 1  ^1  ^ 11 3 (6.2) 
where 
a( L^, z^2 ; ^22 ) 
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^ 2 " ^^l"^12^22^21^ '-^l"'^2"^l2^22^\""^2 
^ 8d^ "^2^22 ('^l'''^2 ) ^^ ^ll"^12^22^1^ ^"^2 "^^22 ('^l"'^2 ) ^
6. We calculate the coefficients of ^ and ^ in 6.1. 
Substituting 
l-i^  = 0, Mg = M-o ' "^1 ~ ^2 ~  ^
^11 = i' ^ 12 = ^%2 = i ' 
we have 
8D ^  SDa ^  e^Qp 
ao = 2" + -it + "t" ' 
so that the coefficient of ^ is the same as given by 3» 12.8. 
n 
Taking = 0 in 6.3 we have 
a( ^2 ' "^1'"^2'^11'^22 ) 
This is independent of and Z^g and is similar to 3.12$. It 
then easy to see that the coefficient of ^ i.e., the term 
i\2 2^ p\2 -\2 
(Z + Z + Z —:— + Z ) is given by the sum of 3.133 and 
' a i r  2r 
3.136. We now find the coefficient of ^ • 
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' g-'. • f-
* ;g-V •'• • 
•where denotes the value at the point given in 6.4 . The first term 
is given by 3.13$. The third term is zero. The second term is evaluated 
as follows. 
Consider ^2=0^^2" ^ o^ "^l ~ ^ 2 ~ ^11 ~ ^22 = % 6.3. 
Then 
, 8d 0da n g^op 11 
a = 2 IT t~ ^  ' 
#- - - ).s + ^  (4)rs 
rs 
ôfA _ GDo: , 11\ , G^oP , 11\ • 
5~ ^  * ^rs,rs ~b **'rs,rs 
rs 
On using corollaries 
— 0 ; for r—1; ... ^P j s—p+1^ • • •. ^P+Q. 
or s=l, ... ,p ; r=p+l, ... ,p+q 
£à2 = .^+lî^ -, for r=l5S=pfl, ... 
p 0 0 0 
° rs or s=l;r=p+l, ... ,pfq 
= 0 otherwise. 
l48 
a 
so that the second term is •^q(-8DQ: + 8^a^)e 
= ua(l + . ..)[d8(2 - jj) + - ^ )]e 
= k(l - ^ ^^ )[De-f282- i(D8 + 482) + ...]e  ^
= iq[D8 + 202+ |{-De - ^ . (6.5) 
By taking n = 2(n-l) it follows that the coefficient of ^ in 
6.3 is given "by adding the above term to 3.138. We may write it as 
bp 9= 
+ 2ë + • • • ) ^  (g'g) 
8% 
where 
3 = d!±2 84_ g3 
1 d 
+ d^+(6p+4q+10)d2+8p g2 _ p^i+i d9 ^ (6.7) 
B, = [q{-D9-46^+ M|lZ) 
+ (de-28^)(2m ^ e^. 
^ D^ +(5p+10)D=+8p Q2_ P±i ce) 
8(0^+2) 6(d2+2) g3 d^+(6p+io)2d+8p 
if d - 0= 
-i- (p+1)d8] (6.8) 
1^9 
7. The characteristic function of the variable — for x G is 
therefore g2 
a. 
0(0)  =  (1  +  ^  + . . .  ) (  
b„ £ 
2f 21!!'^ 
+ • • • 
an+b^ 2~ 
= (1 + -gïï— + ••• )e • (^•9) 
8. By applying Lemma k.l to 0(0) "we obtain the distribution function 
of the variable 
z*+d^ 
2D 




xsjr^) = (1 + ^ + ... )$(y) . (6.10) 
9. The probability of misclassifying the observation x into the popula­
tion Jt^  when it comes in fact from the population then follows by 
using the argument similar to $.1. 
10. From the arguments similar to that given in Theorem 5.^ it is seen 
that the two kinds of probabilities of misclassification are the same. 
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